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By Chris
Hallam

I

t has now been seventy years since The Eagle first appeared:
April 1950 marked its arrival, a date almost exactly mid-way
through the 20th century. Other comics lasted longer: The
Eagle’s flight lasted a solid 19 years. But no British comic has ever
been held in such high regard: even today, its cover featuring a
distinctive bird emblem against a red square background
(modelled on the top of a large brass inkwell, owned by Rev. Marcus
Morris) seems to suggest quality. Little wonder that when a series
of awards were established to honour excellence in British comics
in the late 1970s, the name ‘Eagle Awards’ and indeed, the same
logo was chosen.
Back in 1950, everything about The Eagle suggested its readers
were in for a rare treat. Today, the covers remain difficult to
reproduce but they were clearly colourful and of a high quality. It is
easy to imagine the impact they must have had on a generation of
schoolboys raised on war and austerity-era paper shortages. The
design of The Eagle influenced the look of everything from the final
issue of Dez Skinn’s Warrior in 1985 to the modern day title,
Phoenix.
In truth, brilliant though it was, the cover story, Dan Dare – Pilot of
the Future has tended to overshadow The Eagle’s other output. It
was not, after all, even a science fiction-themed comic otherwise.
Luck of the Legion, for example, told the story of Sergeant “Tough”
Luck, a French Foreign Legion officer.
Western fans – and there were many of those in 1950 – also enjoyed
Jeff Arnold’s adventures in Riders of the Range. The Adventures of
PC49 also soon found an appreciative audience being adapted
directly from a popular radio series, itself inspired by a 1949 film
starring Hugh Latimer as PC Archibald Berkeley-Willoughby. The
title was well chosen it is hard to imagine a story entitled, ‘The
Adventures of PC Archibald Berkeley-Willoughby’ would have
caught on in the same way.
Humour came in the form of inept monocled super-sleuth Harris
Tweed: Extra Special Agent, and his assistant “Boy, ” the creation of
cartoonist John Ryan. Ryan’s earlier strip, Captain Pugwash had
been dropped early on, being deemed too young for the regular
Eagle audience. Today, most people don’t even associate the pirate
captain with The Eagle at all. But thanks to its later long running TV
series, it remains by far the biggest success of Ryan’s career and
technically the most famous story in The Eagle (other than possibly,
Dan Dare himself).
Tommy Walls was slightly different. Empowered by the magical “W”
hand signal created with his thumbs and fingers, Tommy was a boy
whose thirst for adventure was matched only by his love for Walls’
ice cream. The strip was, of course, an advertorial, a vital way for the
comic to meet The Eagle substantial production costs. Today,
Tommy’s ‘W for Walls’ signal bears a close resemblance to the
sarcastic ‘whatever!’ gesture, popularised by the 1995 film, Clueless.
The Eagle had other ways of raising funds too with its publishers,
Holton Press embarking on a Disney-inspired merchandising
4

campaign the like of which had never been seen in the UK before.
Readers – or more likely, their parents were encouraged to buy
everything from a Dan Dare ‘military’ hairbrush, to slippers,
Spaceship Builder Kits, football boots, stamp albums, pencils,
stationary, all geared towards promoting the comic’s most famous
space hero. Merchandise was soon available for Jeff Arnold or
Harris Tweed fans too. Also, spin-off titles started to appear.
Younger readers could enjoy Robin (1953-69) or Swift (1954-63).
Girls could read Girl (1951-64).
The merchandising might seem surprising as The Eagle had
deeply religious origins. Vicar Marcus Morris had in the 1940s,
produced the widely read but financially insolvent, Anvil, a similar
publication to the then popular Lilliput. Recruiting another talented
Second World War veteran, Frank Hampson, Morris spied a gap in
the market, launching a title which would appeal to deprived postwar male youth while hopefully combatting the threat Morris felt
was presented by the so-called “horror” comics coming from the
US.
The first Eagle was a spectacular success and sold 900,000 copies.
Eagle would settle down to three quarters of a million sales a week
- with an estimated two and a quarter million people reading it.
Some have detected a somewhat hectoring tone in some of the
editorials, however. “There are really only two kinds of people in
the world,” Morris wrote. “One kind are the MUGS…the people
who do something for others rather than just grabbing for
themselves all the time…The opposite of the MUGS are the Spivs
– also called wide boys, smart guys, hooligans, louts or racketeers.”
Readers were encouraged to be nominated as “Mug of the Month”.
Such ideas have not aged well, partly because the meaning of the
word “mug” has changed in the ensuing years. There was actually
relatively little overtly religious content either in the comic’s
famously detailed cut away pictures or in its historical biographies
(although there was some).
The Eagle ultimately breathed its last in April 1969, a few months
before Neil Armstrong walked on the Moon. It would be easy to
claim that the exploits of Dan Dare and chums could not compete
with the real life space age now unfolding on TV. But in truth, the
end of The Eagle was not really to do with that.
Behind the scenes, the comic had declining throughout most of
the 1960s. Marcus Morris had long gone, going onto help found
the UK version of Cosmopolitan magazine, amongst other things
while an overworked Frank Hampson had also quit. The comic
faced numerous internal problems in the 1960s was displaying
signs of the decline in quality and the frequent reprints which often
accompany a comic in its death throes. The Eagle ultimately
merged into Lion, a comic, itself conceived in the hope of repeating
The Eagle’s success.
It was not quite the end , of course. Between 1982 and 1994, the
new Eagle made a decent attempt at repeating the original comic’s
success. But, in essence, the glorious flight of The Eagle was over.
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By Chris Hallam
talented Second World War veteran, Frank
Hampson. Hampson had first been recruited
to work for Eagle founder, Rev Marcus
Morris’s previous title, parish magazine, The
Anvil. The new character also had religious
origins. He was originally going to be called
Chaplain Dan Dare having been developed
from an earlier story about a tough inner city
preacher called Lex Christian.

Best of British

Second rock from the sun

I

n 1950, comic readers were introduced
to a new kind of hero. Dan Dare: Pilot of
the Future was the cover star of the
brand new Eagle comic. A colonel in the
Interplanet Space Fleet in the then futuristic
1990s, Dare, aided and abetted by his
comical Wigan-born batman, Digby, was
soon leading the third manned mission to
Venus. As with the real-life Korea (Britain
would join the Korean War in June 1950),
Dare discovered a planet bitterly divided
between north and south. The generally
benevolent brown skinned Therons dominated
the planet’s southern hemisphere while the
crueller and more science-obsessed
reptilian Treens ruled the roost in the north.
The Treen empire was soon revealed to be
in thrall to the malevolent Mekon, a
physically enfeebled figure whose body was
dominated by his giant green bulbous head.
A third race, the blue Atlanteans also lived
on Venus, just north of the flame-belt which
(in Dan Dare’s universe anyway) circled the
planet’s equator.
We are told that the Mekon is the ‘supreme
scientist,’ himself the product of Treen
technology. In reality, he is probably one of
the greatest creations of British science
fiction history in comics or anywhere else.
He, Dan Dare, Digby, their colleagues Sir
Hubert Guest and Professor Jocelyn
Peabody all came from the pen of a young

The new story was an instant hit. Today, his
early adventures seem like an odd mixture
of the future and the past as if the Battle of
Britain were being waged in the year 2070.
In Dare’s world, man has already conquered
the Moon and Mars and is well on its way to
Venus. In reality, no one had even sent a dog
into space in 1950 and we are some way off
manned missions to Mars and Venus even
today. Despite this, the first Dare story is a
classic case of a vision of the future being
forged by the concerns of the time. As with
the creation of the Triffids in John
Wyndham’s 1951 book, the Venus mission
in Dan Dare is prompted by concerns over
food shortages. Food rationing was still a
reality in 1950, just as it was for Winston
Smith in George Orwell’s 1984 (1949). And
Dan Dare’s Britain clearly enjoys an
ascendancy in the space race which has
never existed in reality.
The quality of the strips was striking,
however, maintained in part, by luxuries such
as scale models in The Eagle offices to help
artists with scale and scientific advice from
such luminaries as Arthur C. Clarke. As Dan
continued his adventures in The Red Moon
Mystery and Reign of the Robots, he
became subject to a merchandising boom
and serialisation on Radio Luxembourg.
It couldn’t last forever and by the end of the
1950s, an overworked Hampson had left the
comic. The quality of the strip suffered – at
one point in 1962, leaving the front page
entirely to appear inside black and white.
Dare’s promotion to Command of Space
Fleet marked the end of new episodes of
the story in 1967. The Eagle itself came to an
end in 1969.

violent brutal Dare revived after two
centuries of suspended animation to head
the line-up for 2000AD. 2000AD, in truth,
although good, owed more to the sort of
‘horror comics’, The Eagle had been created
to oppose than it did to the original Eagle
itself. The launch was a success though:
2000AD is still going strong, 43 years later,
surviving more twice as long as The Eagle
itself managed. Despite this, while certainly
not a bad strip, readers never took to the
new Dan Dare. Always overshadowed by
2000AD’s star, Judge Dredd, he failed to
survive even until the end of the 1970s.
In 1982, Dare got another chance when The
Eagle itself was revived. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the new comic never quite
captured the magic of the original, but it was
certainly a decent attempt, lasting until
Christmas 1993, by which time most British
comics were in trouble anyway. The new
Dare was a youthful Flash Gordon-like figure,
a descendent of the original space hero,
battling a revived Mekon several centuries
later. The opening story was written by Pat
Mills and John Wagner, ironically, two of the
creators of Judge Dredd.
The 1980s saw the deaths of Frank Hampson
and Marcus Morris. The decade also
witnessed a number of good natured spoofs
of the original strip. Private Eye ran Dan Dire:
Pilot of the Future? a satire on Labour leader
Neil Kinnock’s seemingly hopeless battle
against the Magoon (Margaret Thatcher)
while TV’s Spitting Image mocked George
HW Bush’s gaffe-prone Veep in Dan Quayle:
Pillock of the Future. Clearly, Grant
Morrison’s malevolent Thatcher-like Prime
Minister in Revolver was not the only person
to use the Dan Dare name for political
reasons. Best of all, though less political, was
Oink! comic’s Ham Dare: Pig of the Future.
With high quality scripts and Hampsonesque artwork from Lew Stringer and the
late Malcolm Douglas, the story was much
better than its unpromising porcine punning
title suggests.

This was not quite the end for Dan Dare
though. Returning in a number of different
guises, the character has made his mark on
almost every decade since.

Meanwhile, back at The Eagle, a noble
attempt was made to revive the original Dan
Dare character in his 1950s form in 1989. It
could not save the new Eagle. Otherwise,
with a few notable exceptions, such as Grant
Morrison’s searing attack on Thatcherism in
the 1990s Revolver version and a 2002
animated series, little has been seen of Dare
since.

In 1977, for the second time in just over a
quarter century, Dan Dare was central to a
major British comic launch with a more

Once the Pilot of the Future, Dan Dare has
now become a legendary figure of British
comics past.

Dare to look to the future?

5
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C

an a ‘Pilot of the Future’ find true
peace and happiness anywhere
other than the most revered boys
comic of the 1950’s? If ever a character
seemed out of time it was Dan Dare in
1977, yet for many the move worked.
This is the bit where we get to talk about the
elephant in the room. The unmentionable.
The black sheep of the family, forever the
unruly offspring whom visiting relatives
never see amounting to anything. Let us talk
then of a man out of his time, shunned not
only by purists of earlier (and later) days but
by the very people responsible for bringing
him into being. Yes, let’s address 2000AD’s
Dan Dare.
Dare had been the peg on which the title’s
early 1977 launch was hung. The previous
year IPC staffer Kelvin Gosnell had read
about the upcoming vogue for all things scifi and felt the company were about to miss
the boat. Pat Mills, fresh from rejuvenating
UK boys comics through IPC’s ‘Battle’ and
‘Action’ agreed with him, and it was Mills
who was tasked by management to nurture
the new weekly sci-fi title into being. Armed
with a long gestation period (and learning
lessons from the banned ‘Action’) Mills
added his growing interest in European art
into the mix, setting the highest standards
both for himself and the creators. This was
one launch that would demand every strip
be a winner, no filler, with perceived ‘weaker’
storylines held back. Assembling the line-up
he’d quickly discerned a missing ingredient
- “It needed a space hero, and…in a moment
of possible insanity, I suggested Dan Dare.”
Launched in 1950, the ‘Eagle’ (the ‘new
national strip cartoon weekly’) had captured
the zeitgeist, delighting a generation of
comic readers in a post-war country that,

ComicScene.org
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Beatles lead the vanguard of what became
known as a ‘counter-culture’, revolutionising
music, art, fashion and personal politics. By
the
1970’s
the
world
became
unrecognisable from the one ten or fifteen
years previous, the rapid changes only
intensifying
through home-grown
terrorism in Northern Ireland, turmoil in the
Middle East and the Sex Pistols declaring
Punk Rock open by swearing on teatime TV.
The sureties of the past had gone; perhaps
because just like the British Experimental
Rocket Group they’d never been real in the
first place.

despite trifling matters like continued food
rationing, looked to the future with renewed
optimism. A huge readership, newlyprotected ‘from cradle to grave’ by the
fledgling NHS, marvelled at the weekly
exploits of Commander Dan Dare of the
Interplanetary Space Fleet, the imaginative
storylines with exquisite artwork by creator
Frank Hampson and others (all reproduced
on quality colour rotogravure paper stock)
setting new standards for UK comics. In an
era in which television’s Professor Bernard
Quatermass of the ‘British Experimental
Rocket Group’ fought off alien contagion
and visitors gasped at the ‘Skylon' at the
Festival Of Britain, Dan Dare’s exploits
offered further confirmation to a nations
youth of their place at the forefront of

technological advancement, an adult world
awash with space exploration, hover-cars
and personal jet packs.
Yet even during the Eagle’s 1950’s heyday
the mirage began to dissipate. It was the
USA and USSR who would jostle for victory
in a ‘space race’ in which Britain barely made
the starting line-up. A visiting Hungarian
football team had the audacity to batter the
‘invincible’ English 6-3 and inflict their first
ever defeat on home soil. In conflict with
Egypt over ownership of the Suez Canal,
Britain eventually lost to, of all people, the
Egyptians. Such humblings on the world
stage gave a dose of realism to a cosy British
Establishment, shook further by the cultural
events of the following decade as the

2000AD’s new anti-heroes came with a
sneer that suggested their sympathies lay
with the gangs of punks continually being
moved on by police in Chelsea’s Kings
Road, and the resurrected Dan Dare
proved no exception. Writer Ken
Armstrong was originally assigned the task
of crafting a ‘NASA-style’ storyline centring
on the planet Jupiter, but Mills later
dumped the template, writing his own draft
alongside Gosnell whilst building on some
aspects of Armstrong’s script. A variety of
try-out artists failed to live up to
expectations before (despite retaining
reservations about the look of the main
character himself) Mills assigned Italian
artist Massimo Belardinelli the task of
bringing Dan Dare back to life. The shift
from ‘pilot of the future’ to ‘space hyperhero’ was sold to a new generation of
readers by way of explanation (by alien
editor Tharg) in the opening two-page
‘Welcome To Your Future’ preview in that
very first issue or programme (Prog). Dare,
a ‘hero from the dawn of space exploration’,
had suffered terrible injuries attempting to
save the first Orbital Power Station from an
explosion. Unable to rebuild his shattered
body, surgeons placed him into suspended
animation until the 21st Century, when
technology was such that he could be
brought back to life with a new body, new
face. Yes, Dan Dare was back, and clearly not
the man he was.
Drokk it! Even the axes are alive!
Awarded the coveted colour centre page
spread, Belardinelli’s opening visuals
immediately packed a punch, with the
reader hurled straight to 2177AD as the
ageing space-freighter “Sirius’, in the throes
of being ripped apart over Jupiter, is sucked
down to the surface by a mysterious force
emanating from the planet’s giant red spot.
Commander Dan Dare, now resembling a
scowling bass player in your local punk
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band, is the sole survivor, and back at
headquarters the blame for the
disaster is pinned on him. Placed on
court martial, Dare wastes no time in
displaying the necessary antiauthoritarian attitude of the times
(‘Drokk it! I’m going back’) and stows
away onboard the cruiser ‘Odyssey’,
determined to find out what caused
the death of his crewmen.
This was heady stuff in a decade
where enraptured television viewers
lapped up images from ‘Voyager,’
NASA’s space exploration mission,
beaming back stunning close-up
images of the Solar System’s distant
planets for the first time, and megagiant Jupiter, with its swirling,
mysterious red spot, indeed fired the
young imaginations of a generation. If
gaining instant derision from older
fans of the Eagle, the new Dan Dare,
all ‘punk’ haircut and up close and
personal with Jupiter, seemed as
much of his times as his older self.
Months of preparation had paid off.
From the beginning the new title
forged a unique, self-confident
identity, as from foundations laid
down by Mills, the likes of Gosnell, art
assistant Kevin O’Neil and an array of
top talent provided an irresistible mix
of
invading
foreign
armies,
bloodthirsty futuristic sports and
‘space-age dinosaurs’. If the blood
count in that first issue seemed run of
the mill for boys comics of the time,
the assassination of Margaret Thatcher
by an invading foreign army certainly
wasn’t, nor the ever-frequent phrases
of ‘Drokk It!’, ‘Borag Thungg!’, or ‘Dirty
Volgs!’. Even a strip such as ‘M.A.C.H.1,’ a blatant ‘Six Million Dollar
Man’ rip-off, seemed to hit the mark, becoming an early pacesetter
in the popularity stakes before ‘Judge Dredd', far-future lawman in
an incredibly violent Mega-City One, came up fast on the rails after
a second issue debut.
Dan Dare took to his new surroundings instantly (’Cowardly scum!
Fight a man like a man…hand to hand’) joining Odyssey’s
Commander Monday, an imposing fifth-generation Martian with
white hair and pink eyes, in exploring the surface of Jupiter.
Transcending the cheap printing process of UK comics of the time,
Belardinelli imbues the mysterious planet with a nightmare
otherworldliness, ‘…where the buildings are alive! Grown from living
tissue…a sight so alien it’s beyond our human understanding’. The
alien Biogs (giant alien parasites based on microscopic biological
life) were excellent too; the sight of helpless crewmen converted into
energy by the mother Biog, feeding from a pool of victims before
her, just one of many unforgettable Belardinelli images.

ComicScene.org
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In a title overflowing with great storylines and groundbreaking full
or three-quarter page layouts, Dare’s debut more than held its own,
providing a real high point with the shocking self-sacrifice of
Commander Monday, immortalised on a brilliant Brian Bolland
cover (‘Follow me into the Sun…you will share the death of a Martian
warrior’). Yet the script had undergone many revisions, and highoctane thrills such as whole moons being hurtled at the Earth Space
Fleet saw the strip stand apart somewhat from the shared sensibility
of the likes of Dredd, ‘Invasion’ or ‘Flesh’.
‘I say we kill him, two heads are better than three.’
Belardinelli remained for what was simply labelled at the time ‘Saga
2’, writer Steve Moore providing the storyline that saw the return of
arch-nemesis the Mekon. A wondrous Mike Western cover for Prog
12 (‘I am Mekon…the Supreme Being’) welcomed the little green
guy to the title in style, and even for those unfamiliar with the Eagle’s
legacy this all seemed like a Big Deal. A stunning double-page
opening vista sees Dare arriving in the London of 2177, now nothing
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more than a huge intergalactic tourist
trap with an array of visiting aliens, a
scene so imaginative it practically
demanded centre stage of the giant
fold out Dan Dare Poster Magazine
released that summer.
The Mekon’s return brings the tension
up a notch and there’s a real frisson to
any panel the two protagonists share,
even if northern Venus’ evil dictator
didn’t immediately recognise his
accursed enemy after the face job.
Moore’s supporting characters are
great fun too; Rok, wolf-man pilot on a
star-freighter, wielded a laser-sword in
a time just prior to the phrase ‘lightsabre’ entering common currency,
and the Two of Verath, originally two
separate, evil criminals (one clever,
one barbaric) surgically joined
together in eternal hatred for one
another, made for some fun dialogue.
Moore’s wry script provides real
moments of dark humour; after a
crewman is caught in a light speed
jump, ageing ten years every few
seconds before collapsing into a dry
pile of bones, the observation is made
that the ship will need to be run on a
skeleton crew. Belardinelli’s art
remains top-notch throughout and is
even seen to evolve towards the end
of the storyline; later scenes set on the
planet Congress with Chairman LoHam seeing the evolution of a style
similar to later strips such as
‘Meltdown Man.’
A self-contained storyline ‘Dan Dare
and the Curse of Mytax’ led the way
in the inaugural 2000AD Annual,
encapsulating perfectly this period of
the strip and Belardinelli’s particular
brand of magic. Yet the near future
was being mapped out in the Annual’s
early preparation for the Christmas
1977 market; if Dare is awarded the
ten-page colour lead strip, it’s Judge
Dredd who appears twice. In truth Dan
Dare, if not unpopular, was proving a
middling hit at best. A rethink seemed
on the cards, with the strip taking a
short sabbatical after Prog 23, and
upon its return in Prog 28 things were
distinctly different.
‘You test great Bear by fighting
him? Is funny!’
With new writer/artist team Gerry
Finley-Day and Dave Gibbons on
board, the strip morphs into a
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militaristic long-haul space opera. FinleyDay’s script, influenced by the phenomenal
success of Star Wars, sees Dare enlisted to
lead a mission into the dreaded ‘Lost Worlds’
region of the Galaxy. Insisting on picking his
own crew, the veteran spacer heads straight
for Topsoil, a notorious hangout for outlaws
and outcasts, where he immediately singles
out man-mountain Bear, kicked out of the
Russian Space Service for brutality. Hitman is
next on his list, a quick-fire with his gun
frozen into the flesh of his hand. Both, along
with ace pilot Polanski and others, are
goaded into meeting Dare at the space
port’s departure gate the next day, where the
unveiling of what is to be their ship (a
gigantic weapon of mass destruction
labelled the ‘Space Fort’) and a promise of
fun, adventure and ‘fantastic pay, if you live
long enough to spend it’ proves more than
enough to get the unruly bunch of
vagabonds to sign up. By the end of the first
six page instalment all the major players are
in place and by the end of the next, Dare and
his crew have blown their first entire planet
out of existence.
Writing a 2015 introduction to the Rebellion
collected editions, writer Gareth Ennis
declared himself a huge fan of this era,
admitting it probably accumulated one of
the highest body counts in the history of the

title. It’s true; this version of Dan Dare is
indeed a ‘different beast’ in a ‘harsher world’,
yet there’s now also the indelible impression
of a strip desperately looking to somehow fit
in. Regardless, the space operatics suddenly
seem off-kilter in a comic where the likes of
Mills’ epic Dredd storyline ‘The Cursed Earth’
gathered in intensity week by week, and
many 2000AD staffers of the time harboured
huge downers on the strip, with Kevin
O’Neill on record as detesting it. For him and
others, Dan Dare belonged firmly in the
past, representing the very public school
sensibility 2000AD sought to crush. With
Dredd’s growing popularity claiming the
colour centre pages, O’Neill’s first move as
Art Director was to reverse a decision made
by Gosnell to give the cover over to the first
page of the Dare strip, a move that had
briefly added an ‘old school’ flavour to the
title.
You didn’t need a public school education
to appreciate Dave Gibbons’ exquisite
artwork. The glue that held the whole strip
together, Gibbons was busy honing the
clear, precise, dynamic style that would
become so well known. Brief fill-in issues
from the likes of Garry Leech and Trevor
Goring seemed fine enough, yet it felt right
that Gibbons was on hand for the eightpage cliffhanger ending to ‘the Doomsday
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Machine’, sending the strip off into
temporary hiatus on a high. With the title
about to merge with ‘Starlord’, Dare was cast
adrift in space, unconscious on the wreck of
an Eagle spacecraft, the final panel asking
the pertinent question ’Is this the end for Dan
Dare?’
The comic now entered a four or five year
period many regard as its high point, with
Dredd immediately embarking on another
epic storyline in ‘The Day The Law Died’ and
the opening chapter of a ‘Flesh’ sequel as
depicted by Belardinelli. The title inherited
two outstanding strips from the Starlord
merger too; the savvy robotic shenanigans
of Mills’ ‘Ro-Busters’ and the adventures of
mutant bounty hunter Johnny Alpha in
‘Strontium Dog’ rendered by Carlos
Ezquerra. With the real upturn in quality and
competition, Tharg was quick to offer
reassurance that ‘both Dan Dare and RoboHunter will return’.
‘Would that I could tell my loyal Treens
of my masterplan. Nay, shout it to the
whole Cosmos!’
Both were back for the February 1979
celebratory Prog 100, yet it’s the returning
Dare strip that truly rises to the occasion.
With veteran comics scribe Tom Tully joining
the ever-stellar Gibbons, the first eight page
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instalment of ‘Servant of Evil’ hit all the right notes, as our titular hero,
still adrift in space, falls straight into the clutches of a dying, frail
Mekon. Weak and desperate, the little green guy quickly reminds
everyone of his bad-boy credentials, vaporising a hapless Treen
lackey who’d dared show a hint of admiration for our barely-alive
hero. Wishing to inflict yet more torture on his mortal enemy, the
Mekon orders Dare be attached to a ‘memora-thon’, doomed to
relive his most fearsome memories. Managing to tear himself free
leaves Dare with acute memory loss, unable to recognise his sworn
enemy or even remember his own name. A glorious final full-page
colour denouement only leaves the reader craving more.
The following weeks cover (‘I must obey…the Mekon’) was given
over to a storyline that now promised much, yet what followed in the
months to come would, for some, slowly begin to grate. As an
unsuspecting Dare unwittingly began assisting his enemy in the
search for the life-affirming Crystal of Life, even the strips staunchest
supporter would admit the storyline felt more out of place than ever.
There’s nothing necessarily wrong with Tully’s script per se, it’s just
compared to the high-octane work surrounding it (John Wagner,
Mike McMahon and Bolland all on fire with Dredd, Mills and O’Neil
thrilling readers (and upsetting management) on ‘Ro’Busters’,
Ezquerra producing a career high on Johnny Alpha’s ‘Journey Into
Hell’) it merely meanders, more old-school thrill than ‘thrill-powered
overload’. More than ever Dan Dare seemed a man adrift in time.
Rooting for this particular underdog would have been a thankless
task if not for the art of Dave Gibbons. If later admitting to becoming
increasingly frustrated with the ‘pot-boiler’ nature of the script
himself, there’s never any sign of this in his work, whether he’s
bringing to life the likes of the Crystals’ home planet Lystria, the
ferocious Hagnar, warlord ruler of the invading Thraxans, or Dare
laying dramatic claim to Eternicus, the Cosmic Claw. Once again the
art held everything together, work that, along with every other strip
in the book, would look even better following a temporary switch to
better quality paper stock with Prog 110. The strip would benefit
from the change and continue looking glorious for the short time
left of its 2000AD career.
Dredd and Dare were the only two characters to survive a minirelaunch in Prog 119, yet the instant popularity of dynamic new strips
such as ‘ABC Warriors’ only highlighted the disparity of writing styles
on display. Unpopular with many readers, Dan Dare was now
hanging by a thread, the strip emitting its own sense of finality
especially once a fully-rejuvenated Mekon made his escape, last
seen, quite literally, heading out the door. A return to Topsoil and the
introduction of Morag, newly arrived from home-world Stygia and
intent on avenging the death of her husband (armed with her own
prehistoric pet) did add some late impetus, and as she joined fellow
outcasts Dare and Sondar at the end of Prog 126 and sailed off in
search of the Mekon there was clearly unfinished business to attend
to. With that weeks announcement of the forthcoming merger with
short-lived weekly ‘Tornado,’ Tharg decreed that Dan and Sondar
would be ‘taking a break for a while.’
The Mighty One was telling an almighty fib. A whopper, some might
argue. There never was any real impetus to continue with the strip,
as forces from both within and outside the industry conspired against
a possible return. The prospect of a Dan Dare TV series, if still in the
early stages of planning, seemed to be fast becoming reality, utilising
groundbreaking comic-style visuals and with actor James Fox
mooted for the lead role. Making use of 2000AD talents such as
Brian Bolland for drawing up visual guides and press packs was one

thing, but the project only ever envisioned utilising the original Frank
Hampson version of the character. Tully, harbouring big plans for his
new character Morag, was understandably miffed with the sudden
halt to proceedings, yet by that point wild horses wouldn’t have kept
Gibbons away from eagerly taking up new work at Marvel UK and
an upcoming Doctor Who Weekly. There was brief talk of a possible
return for the 2000AD version, travelling back in time to that fateful
orbital power station and dying in the process of rescuing his older
self, yet apart from singular cameo appearances in anniversary
editions it wasn’t to be. Letters arriving at the Nerve Centre enquiring
of the storylines return received short shrift and continued to do so
for years to come. If plans for the television series would eventually
crash and burn, talk of reviving the Eagle title were well underway
by 1981, utilising its own particular take on the character so central
to the originals success. Whichever way the future might have
unfolded, 2000AD’s Dan Dare would need to be swept under the
carpet. The title would soar to even greater success without him
anyway, continuing long into a golden age and forming a central
pillar of the UK industry, published to this day.
To the victors, the spoils. It’s the winners who write the history books.
Many years later…an almost indiscernible adjustment gets made to
that infamous non-ending of the saga in the collected works, as
Tharg’s original phrase ‘…for a while’ is replaced by the simple word
‘indefinitely’. See, there were never any fib’s told all along, right kids?
2000AD’s Dan Dare could never quite manage to live up to the star
billing thrust upon his shoulders, destined instead to retain
something of an underdog status. For a few diehards however the
story of Dan Dare 1977-1979 was really quite something.
Actually…Drokk it! It was great.

Author: Peter Gouldson | Twitter: @gouldp7070
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The Time Grant Morrison & Rian Hughes Did A Number on Dan

I

t was 1990 and Brit comics were on a
roll, Deadline and Tank Girl were two
years in, Crisis, the grown-up version
of 2000 AD, had just hit its 50th issue, and
all seemed perfectly timed for Fleetway to
launch another monthly for all those new
grown-up and ever so mature readers that
were waiting in the wings, clamouring to
read comics.
That new monthly comic was Revolver,
and emblazoned across the front cover,
screaming for us all to 'Dare the future',
was the brand-new, very different version
of Dan Dare.
Dare by Grant Morrison and Rian Hughes
debuted in Revolver issue 1 alongside the
other headline strips; Milligan &
McCarthy's Rogan Gosh, Purple Days (a
Hendrix bio-fantasy) by the writer and
music journo Charles Shaar Murray. There
was a massive promotional push for the
comic, with Fleetway really getting behind
it as the future of comics, and the new Dan
Dare was a huge part of that, really
making the headlines. Fleetway obviously
thought Revolver was going to be huge,
tapping into the new market, exploiting
the success of Watchmen, Dark Knight,
and the aforementioned Deadline, selling
to the sort of trendy 90s adults who’d get
The Face, that sort of thing.
It didn’t. It failed rather spectacularly,
lasting a paltry seven issues and a couple
of inventory consuming specials, fizzling
out the same year it launched in that blaze
of glory.
And Dare was perhaps worst served by it
all, cut off before it's concluding episode,
ending in Revolver issue 7 with the
cliffhanger of the Mekon's return. It wasn't
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until Crisis 56, a couple of months later,
that we got the conclusion, although it
only merited a sidebar mention on the
cover... all in all, a rather sad and
inglorious end to what started out so
well.
But Grant Morrison and Rian Hughes'
Dare, although flawed, still serves as a
great piece of speculative fiction, the tale
of a 50s icon who discovers that he's
grown old and living in the future is not
the idyllic utopian experience his
adventures always promised.
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A huge part of what makes it worth your
time and attention has to be Rian Hughes'
artwork, a burst of retro-futurism that takes
Morrison's story and elevates it to
something special. Other artists might
have taken the storyline and produced
something as unrelentingly dark as
Morrison's plot and Dan’s future. But
Hughes did so much better, taking the
shining positivity of the 50s Dare and
projecting forward, a thing of both beauty
and nightmare, encapsulating the ideas of
a country and a man who've seen better
days, their future amongst the stars
brought down to earth.
It's some of Hughes' finest work, paying
homage to one of his heroes, Serge Clerc,
in the clear line style, re-mixing it, fusing
those clean lines with angular imagery,
cutting-edge designs, and sumptuous artdeco stylings. But it’s not a retro thing, this
is something that doesn’t want to revive

the 50s, just reference it, imagine a world
where the imagery and design strengths
of that period continued into the now.
Whether it’s the iconic looks of the
spacecraft, the modernist deco feel to the
buildings, or something as mundane as
the beautiful design of the CDat player in
Dan’s room, there’s something of wonder
and beauty on every page. It's genuinely
a thing of great beauty, with Hughes’
design never interfering with some quite
breathtakingly good visual storytelling.
Most importantly of all, there was no
attempt on Hughes’ part to try and
emulate the great Frank Hampson,
something others have tried and failed to
do through the years. Instead, he took

what made Hampson’s vision of the future
so magnificent, the amazing futuristic
designs with that 50s touch and reimagined through the lens of his own
vision and design.
It’s a beautiful comic to look at, perhaps
the high point of Hughes’ comics work,
but it’s a case of glorious artwork serving
a flawed story. Morrison’s storyline
divided fans at the time of Dare’s release,
many fans of the character fearing, quite
rightly in many ways, that this was
Morrison playing around in the toy-box of
Brit comics and doing the whole grim and
gritty thing, taking the shining light of 50s
sci-fi and soiling him.
This is very much to the template of

deconstructionist darkness we’d seen
much of through the 80s and 90s,
beginning with Alan Moore taking apart
Marvelman. The difference here, of
course, is that Marvelman was longforgotten, whereas Dan Dare was still very
much known and loved.
In truth, there’s nothing particularly for
Dan to do here, he’s a mere spectator for
the lion’s share of the book. Right up until
the climactic finale he hobbles around
feeling ineffectual, out of touch, because
that’s exactly what he is. Add to that the
somewhat
broad
(possibly
even
ridiculous) stereotypes Morrison throws
around and it’s hardly a thing of subtleties,
from his Thatcher-esque Gloria Monday,
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though the clichés of authority and the
military, through to the down-trodden
Northerners, culminating in Digby’s
archetypal Northerner, who’s only really
missing a whippet to tick all the boxes.
You can even accuse Morrison of going to
town on the grim and gritty, that sort of
giggling teenager thing of tearing down
your icons, even to the extent of the
needless final humiliation of Dare at the
hands (and probes) of the Mekon.
Yes, he takes it too far, his strokes are too
broad, his politics worn firmly on his
sleeve, the final humiliation is just trashy
exploitation. But there’s still a lot to enjoy
in Dare, this defiantly anti-Thatcherite
screed of a future gone very wrong, a
dystopian Britain where the North is a no-

go zone, a third-world country within the
country, and Dan Dare is a throwback to a
bygone age. It’s this element of it that
retains the power in Dare, long after
publication, not the broad strokes of
desperation for power, not in the relatively
obvious storyline, but the portrayal of
Dan, his dreams of the future a faded
memory, overtaken by the depressing
reality of growing old. That’s where the
real powerful effect of Dare still comes
through.
So what we get is Colonel Dan Dare,
retired hero of the spaceways,
directionless, tired, disillusioned, scraping
by on a meager pension and seemingly
powerless to effect change in the world he
no longer recognizes as good old Blighty.
Morrison isn’t content with that though,
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and does his best to question Dan’s past…
most brutally through his old matey,
Digby… ‘You killed children. Children’.
But Britain’s not done with its old hero yet,
he’s still a well-known name, recognized, a
memory of what Britain was once and there’s
political capital in all this, which is why Dan is
brought back by the government, led by the
Thatcher-esque Gloria Monday of the
authoritarian Unity Party.
Dan himself might be washed-out, but
there’s mileage in brand Dare still,
painting the picture of strength,
patriotism, and pride for political gain.
Wheeled out for the media campaign,
he’s a pitiful figure, complicit in spreading
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the word for the Unity Party. And in doing so, he’s wrapped up in
a plot to seize power at any cost, bringing him back in contact
with both Jocelyn Peabody and Digby, once faithful bagman
turned Northern terrorist/freedom fighter.
However, the Unity Party’s desire for power is far beyond
anything anyone can imagine, leading them to their very own
deal with the devil, as the Mekon steps in with a nefarious plan
to avert the Earth’s food crisis with the highly addictive,
aphrodisiac and controlling food substitute Manna. Gloria
Monday and her cronies sacrifice the population for power, the
Mekon’s mutated Manna children will be under his control… can
good old Dad step in to save the day? Of course he can, but as
to be expected from Morrison’s grim and gritty tale, it’s a pyrrhic
victory at best.

impeccably, always the good guy, Queen and country, stiff upper
lip and all that. But then it all went wrong, the ideas soured, the
dream went wrong, and now all Dan is good for is as a symbol
of what the politicians of today want the masses to imagine the
country can be… and yes, it’s very apposite right now here in
post-Brexit Britain, that idea of a country looking backward to an
imagined glorious age. Scary how things work out really.
In the end, Morrison and Hughes’ Dare, with all its political
maneuverings and obsessions with power, all its flaws, all the
deconstructionist stuff, it’s still a good book with elements of

Strangely enough, coming back to Dare in 2020 Britain, cold,
unwelcoming, xenophobic, Brexit Britain, where the divide
betwixt rich and poor is ever-widening, where those in power will
seemingly do anything to hold onto it, it all strikes rather an
unwelcome chord. This is Dan as a symbol of what Britain used
to be, or perhaps more accurately, what Britain thought it used
to be. He stands for optimism, journeying to the stars, waving the
Union Jack in those aliens’ faces as he does, but always behaving
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DAN DARE

has yet to appear. However, there are two areas where Dan Dare
has continued to flourish; comics and radio.
Appropriately, Dan’s modern comics renaissance began in
2000AD, Eagle’s spiritual successor. Written by Pat Mills (Nemesis
the Warlock), Steve Moore (Doctor Who) and Gerry Finley-Day
(Rogue Trooper) and with art by Massimo Belardinelli (Sláine) and
Dave Gibbons (Watchmen). This run catapulted Dan two hundred
years into the future where the Mekon was still a threat. Dan, like
all characters, is very much a product of his time and this punkrock-esque space opera infused take was a major, but fun, shift
from the jovial ‘Biggles in Space’ of the original series.
That shift was even more drastic when he returned again in 1990.
Dare, written by Grant Morrison and with art by Rian Hughes was
a high watermark for Western comics at the time. Published in
Revolver, it was very much a satire of the Thatcher era and
embodies the best and worst of satirical fiction. The series is
impressive, grimly funny at times, cynical, cold and revolves
around a moment of horrific personal trauma for Dan that plays
as tawdry and exploitational now. There isn’t a page that isn’t
gorgeous to look at, but the book has aged badly and is not
currently in print. It is interesting to note though that it casts Dan
as a figure adrift in a morality-free world, the authority figure of
the original series replaced by a man out of time in every sense
of the word.

I

t’s been 70 years since Dan Dare first lifted off. Drawn, and
initially written, by Frank Hampson, Space Fleet’s finest pilot
has soared across multiple skies since then. Accompanied by
genius Professor Jocelyn Peabody, intrepid sidekick Digby and a
variety of other friends, Dan faced the Mekon, an evil alien dictator
who had subjugated his entire race.
While Dan’s stories are action packed adventure fiction, he was
also at the forefront not just of the resurgence in UK science fiction,
but the cultural wave of renewal that swept across the country after
World War II. While rationing would be lifted four years into his
life, there was a tangible air of excitement and optimism to Space
Fleet’s expansion out into the stars from the very start. This was a
bright future, if not an entirely safe one, and Hampson’s legendary
attention to detail was a big part of that optimism. The country,
exhausted and in shock, had to be shown something different and
better. They needed space, to breathe, recover and aspire to. Dan
Dare provided just that.
In the seven decades since his launch in the Eagle, Dare has been
the star of video games, a cartoon and multiple near misses on
the big and small screen alike. Most recently, Sam Worthington
was cast as the character in 2010 but, over a decade later, a movie
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17 years later, Garth Ennis and Gary Erskine would take a shot at
the character as part of Virgin’s short-lived comics line. A direct
sequel to the original strips, set several years later, it played with
the same themes as the Morrison/Hughes series albeit in far
warmer tones. Here Dan is a King Arthur figure, a man who has
retired and returns to find a world that has found peace at great
cost. Called back to service, he, Digby and Peabody find
themselves in the middle of a final, apocalyptic war with the
Mekon that challenges his every principle. Melancholy where the
Morrison/Hughes series is furious, it’s an impressive piece of work
and one that updates Dan without losing sight of him.
The same can also be said of the two most recent takes on the
character. Spaceship Away! Was a magazine launched in October
2003 as a vehicle for 1950s-style stories. It’s proved successful and
continues to publish three times a year with the support of the
Dan Dare Corporation. More recently, Peter Milligan and Alberto
Foche’s excellent ‘He Who Dares’ continues Dan’s evolution as a
contemporary hero. The story balances some lovely pulp tropes
(The Mekon uses a mind control device to be elected World
President) with some surprisingly clear-eyed looks at Dan’s biases
and a genuinely complex, nuanced and chilling final sequence.
It’s still clearly Dan Dare, but like all good stories, it’s also very
much, and necessarily so, of its time. Dan, as Milligan described
him, is a fundamentally ‘decent bloke’ and in this era of fake news
and faker leaders, we need more of them than ever.
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Dan’s radio adventures have been no less
storied. Originally played by Noel
Johnson, who played Dick Barton too in
1951, Dan’s original radio adventures were
sponsored by Horlicks and ran five years.
Almost none of the serial survives,
although recently one episode did come
to light and is highlighted at John
Freeman’s excellent comics and genre
media news site, DowntheTubes.
From there, Dan appeared in a Spanish
adaptation under the frankly spectacular
name Diego Valor in 1954. He then made
his BBC debut in 1990 played by Mick
Ford in a four-part adaptation of one of
Hampson’s original stories ‘Voyage to
Venus’.
Both these versions of the character were
welcome and harked back to the original.
But it was in 2016, when B7 Media
released their first season of six stories
inspired by the original comic strips, that
Dan Dare’s audio adventures began to
match the wit and subtlety of his
contemporary comic adventures.
Starring Ed Stoppard as Dan, Geoff
McGivern as Digby, Heida Reed as
Professor Peabody and Raad Rawl as the
Mekon, the series adapts original stories,
but does so with a refreshingly modern
eye. Series producer and director Andrew
Mark Sewell described the time period
Dare was created in and the challenges
inherent in it for modern audiences:
“When Dan Dare was first conceived by
Frank Hampson and the Rev. Marcus
Morris it was at a time of post war austerity,
when the victory over the Nazis was
tempered by continued rationing, fear of
imminent nuclear Armageddon and the
decline of the British Empire. The nation
was in need of new kind of hero that
embraced a bold, more optimistic future.

updated – projects like Battlestar Galactica
for example, and decided not to make the
stories too dark in an effort to modernize
it…we tried to build in both contemporary
knowledge of space exploration and the
fact that space travel is increasingly being
seen as something that is done by
commercial operators rather than
organizations like NASA and ESA. Having
said that, we also wanted to keep faith with
the spirit of the original stories, which is
why all our episodes were based
(sometimes loosely!) on original Dan Dare
comic adventures.”
B7 Media have a talent for the exact sort of
SF Dan Dare requires, having previously
adapted The Martian Chronicles, I, Robot
and Blake’s 7 and released a history of (and
possible future for) crewed space travel in
the excellent Audible Originals, Space
Race. Like Morrison, Ennis and Milligan in
print, their scriptwriters have been able to
build on what went before them but build
in exciting new directions. Lead writers
Richard Kurti and Bev Doyle in particular
helped set the tone for this with the first
script for the series. They talked to me a
little about the challenges they faced in the
development process: “The challenge was
to NOT hear the ‘parody’ stiff upper lip
voice, but to take all the characters
seriously as living, breathing people with

backstories and agendas. The writers
needed to take the characters seriously,
even though the characters themselves are
not downbeat and serious. Parody =
death!”
This is the same key to success as Milligan
and Ennis used in their scripts. Instead of
holding Dare up as an anachronism, all
three groups of writers find a way to make
his old-fashioned approach relevant and
interesting today. In B7’s case this is helped
immensely by the strong voice cast which
in turn help flesh out Digby, the Mekon
and Peabody into much more than just a
stereotype. Raad Rawl explains: “The
Mekon is the embodiment of all our fears.
The arch bogeyman who will take away our
freedom and life and make us bend to his
will. History is full of such characters, even
today certain dictators or would-be
dictators fit that bill. My challenge was to
make his want of total power real for me
and be prepared to throw a tantrum if I
didn’t get my way.”
Which sounds nothing like any world
leader we could name at this juncture does
it?
That ability to stay true to the core of the
character and at the same time to the
concerns of the day is central to Dan’s

In 1950s Britain Dan Dare served that need
— a bright ray of hope and optimism,
enthusiastically looking towards a brave
new world beyond the stars. Dare was also
a fiercely moralistic, honourable and
heroic; all great attributes to entice your
audience in an uncertain world. In many
ways, amidst the global turmoil that now
besets us we could do with a heroic figure
to help us feel more positive and hopeful
about the future.”
Script editor and writer Colin Brake
explores that idea further: “… The
challenge was to keep the core values and
features whilst bringing it up to date. We
spent a long time considering the way
other stories had been rebooted and
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appeal and to how to update him successfully. As Colin
Brake puts it: “The adventures that Dan and his friends have
do exist in a slightly heightened state of reality, but by
grounding the characters we were able to add a greater
sense of realism. It was also important to flesh out Digby and
Peabody and make them more three-dimensional than
perhaps their comic strip counterparts had been. I like to
think that our sensitive approach to modernizing Dan and
his friends has enabled us to please both fans of the original
Eagle comics and listeners who’ve come to Dan fresh. I only
hope that we get to conclude our modern take on the saga
of Dan Dare, with our planned third volume of adventures...”
At time of writing there are no current plans for more Dan
Dare comics and B7 Media are crowdfunding on Indiegogo
their concluding volume of Dan Dare audio dramas. Their
version of Dan’s world is recognizable both as ours and as
something Hampson and co would recognize. A solar
system crowded with life, a vast alien intellect intent on our
destruction. Private concerns colliding with public safety and
the only thing standing between us and interplanetary
disaster is a small group of heroic astronauts. On the surface,
Dan Dare’s world doesn’t seem optimistic but that’s not a
view the B7 team share. Jonathan Rhodes, who plays the
villainous Blasco, said: “Dan Dare may be sci-fi fantasy, but
it provides a measure of our earliest artistic reflections on
space conflict and adventure. Something which surely
brings us joy and a hint of nostalgia as we prepare for our
next chapter of real-life space thrills.“
Series producer, Helen Quigley, feels the same way and also
notes the early progressive steps the original series made:
“…whether it’s 1950 or 2020, as a “pilot of the future” it’s
infinitely possible to update Dan Dare to reflect the time we
live in. However, I was impressed that some aspects needed
no updating. Professor Peabody’s science and engineering
credentials would have raised eyebrows in 1950, so putting
her on an equal footing with the men in the team at that time
was exceptionally progressive and is something that
remains equally important now.“
Perhaps most tellingly, Dan himself and his arch nemesis
agree. Ed Stoppard, who plays Dan, said: “Well, I think
coronavirus will get us if Donald Trump doesn't, so no. But
in terms of the world of Dan Dare, it is certainly - yes, evil
exists but there is a greater force trying to bring civilizations
together and forge a peaceful future. If that isn't optimistic,
what is?”
While Raad Rawl, who plays The Mekon, said this: “As long
as we seek truth and justice and be prepared to speak truth
to power, there is hope for the future of mankind. Artificial
Intelligence will play an increasingly significant role in our
development. So long as we control it and not let it dictate
our way of life the future is bright. But beware of The
Mekon!”
Words to live by. Happy 70th, Colonel Dare. Keep watching
the skies.

You can BUY the complete
collection of Dan Dare from:
www.DanDareAudio.com
Author: Alasdair Stuart
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EUROPEAN COMIC REVIEWS
Title: Purple Heart
Volume 1 Savior
Author: Warnauts & Raives
Script: Warnauts
Origin: Belgium
Publisher: Le Lombard
/ Europe Comics
Price: €7.49

Title: Last of the Atlases
Author: Vehlmann, De Bonneval,
Tanquerelle, Blanchard
Origin: France
Publisher: Europe Comics
Price: €2.49 per chapter
This is a really enjoyable thriller. We
looked at the first installment last
year and the next four have been
released recently.

Purple Heart is a crime thriller set in
New York. It follows the story of
Joshua, a hardened Second World
War veteran who works as private
investigator for a law firm he
worked at before being deployed
to Europe in action.
Co-creators Warnauts and Raives
have collaborated on several works together before releasing
Purple Heart. They have worked with some of the biggest
continental publishers including Futuropolis, Casterman and
Editions Du Miroir.
This first edition sees him investigate a case of blackmail with a
local property developer. Joshua is assisted in the quest by his
former army colleague, Winston. The two embark on a cross-city
caper.
Joshua soon finds out that this criminal case is slightly different as
it transpires the victim is having problems much closer to home
than initially thought.
As we to and fro across New York there are run-ins with Nazi art
thieves, love triangles and demanding mothers. If Joshua thought
his post war life was going to be quiet he was sadly mistaken.

Our protagonist Ismael is now fully
immersed in an international crime
racket and we are treated to some
flashbacks as to how he became
embroiled in the criminal underworld
in France.
Ismael is involved in a crime ring that has ties to Africa, France and
India as he oversees the purchase of a huge robot, which he
believes could save the earth from disaster.
Last of the Atlases is well drawn, fun and intriguing. It is a snip
at €2.49 and well worth a look.
Title: Title: Thoreau and Me Author: Cédric Taling
Origin: France Publisher: SelfMadeHero Price: £14.99
Released on 5th Marth, Thoreau and Me is the debut graphic novel
from French painter and illustrator Cédric Taling. Taling previously
worked as a screenwriter for the French television station Canal+
ID.
Thoreau and Me is the story of Parisian artist Cédric's mid-life crisis.
Following some extensive reading on the climate change crisis and
consumerism, Cédric decides to make some life changing decisions.
His musings are played out against the backdrop of direct quotes
from the nineteenth century philosopher and environmentalist
Henry David Thoreau. Cédric discusses a wide range of issues with
Thoreau's spirit throughout the book.
Taling's style is influenced by both North American comics and
Japanese manga. Thoreau and Me is extremely colourful and he
uses a variety of drawing techniques to compose this novel.
This graphic novel is a fun approach to tackling our economic and
environmental attitudes to life using a mélange of humour and
philosophy.

Author: Thomas Sargent | Twitter: @nousrembobinons
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By Rod Barzilay

I

grew up with the innovative Eagle in the
1950’s, and like many youngsters of that
time became hooked on Dan Dare - we
would save our copies and re-read them
over and over again, captured by the
fabulous artwork, and tasty stories that
often ran for over a year!
But in 1959 Eagle was taken over by a rival
company, and it’s budget much reduced. It
lost many good writers and artists, and
ended up using Dan Dare reprints on cheap
paper - which folded into the Lion comic, in
black & white, at the end of the 1960’s.
A number of attempts to revive Dan Dare
have been made since, but most sort to
“up-date” him and modify his character,
(one attempt even gave us his great
grandson!) this annoyed many of the old
fans who just wanted the original one back,
just as he was. Some even started
commissioning original DD artists to do an
art-board for them - and I joined the queue
for one from Keith Watson.
When telling another fan (Dave Westaway)
of this he made a comment that started a
fire in me. He said as a number of fans
were having artwork done - why not all link
together and do a whole new story! A
fantastic idea - I was all for it, and so was
Keith Watson when I told him - he had one
stipulation - that he had editorial control he was always frustrated in his time on Dan
Dare having to follow DD scripts that were
not true to the original. Like me, he wanted
it to be as close to the 1950’s one as
possible to be true to Frank Hampson’s
creation. Gosh we really were on the same
wavelength!

ComicScene.org

Keith Watson's last ever artwork
In June 1991 I started talking to other fans
- and they liked the idea - but we had no
story - some fans offered spin-off yarns - but
our hero wasn’t in them! Christmas and the
project was still stalled - so in the end to get
things moving, I had a go at writing one
myself - I wanted a big solid saga, but Keith
said we wouldn’t get enough fans to cover
one that size - go for a small one - say Eagle
annual size. But that was only eight pages
- much too small - I ended up doing a ten
episode one, with a cunning plan! The
story “The Phoenix Mission” would be a
complete one in itself, but could act as the
opening chapter to the big “Green
Nemesis” saga that I really wanted.
I placed my effort between “The Ship That
Lived” tale and the “Phantom Fleet” yarn,

as there was no date link between them.
And I drew on some of the loose ends that
FH had left us, plus slipping in as many
links, people, places, and hardware
already established in his Dan Dare world.
In April 1992, Keith and myself launched
the idea at an Eagle Society weekend. The
plan was for fans to pay for there own
pages of artwork - and when the story was
completed Keith would take all of it to
Fleetway to show them what the original
fans really wanted (the hope being they
would pay for the use of the story - and the
fans would not only end up with some
great artwork to keep - but have their
money back as well!) Then Keith talked
about how he proposed to do it - visuals of
Continued on page 37.
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page itself. The project was well and truly on it’s way - but like all
good things - it was to good to last.
Of course seeing what an artist does with ones script, brings with
it a mixed bag of feelings. Keith’s view of Dan Dare more or less
reflected my own - but he did make a change to my writing on
that first page - the last frame - he thought as we were launching
the original DD again, that Dan should feature in a large and eye
catching way - so my scribbles of a light hearted exchange
between Dan and Digby - which I was rather pleased with - was
replaced by a large head of Dan. I was a little disappointed,
however, we did end up with a great study of our hero.
But what did really knock us for six, was a discovery Keith made
soon after finishing the page, that he had cancer. Doctors
operated, only to find that the disease had gone too far and it
was too late to do much - he fell into deep depression, cut
himself off from everyone, never drew again, and died the
following year.
After the funeral - I was invited back to his wife’s house - on the
table was Keith’s last ever artwork, the first page of The Phoenix
Mission. Knowing how much the project had meant to Keith as
well as myself, and so not to disappoint the fans, I made a promise
to Beverly, his wife - that I would somehow get all the artwork
finished, and the story published so his fans could see it.
Now we had to recruit another ex-member of the Dan Dare team
to do so, and with the aid of Alan Vince we did - Don Harley.
(This was interesting - for it turned out Don had been present
when Keith and I launched the project, and knowing the
tremendous amount of work it would entail, thought to himself thank goodness I’m not doing that!)
We hit another problem - as Don had regular work on from a
number of sources he could only fit our pages in now and then.
Some years he only got three pages done (his best year was eight
boards) and in all it would take until 1999 to complete the rest of
the PM story.
There was another difficulty as well - the way Don worked. The
procedure was he would draw a pencil rough from the script,
which I would then comment on - and from that he would proceed
to do the page. He would then work from the rough, and if he
though he could improve a frame would do it often without me
knowing, but in doing so would sometimes loose important
background detail the original script called for.

new spacecraft - roughs of the individual pages - which could
perhaps include it’s sponsor as a background character - also the
two page episodes would be done just like an old Eagle, with the
Red Box and all. WOW fans lapped it up - half the art boards were
pre-sold that very week-end!
However, Keith had other commitments, and couldn’t start on the
project until the following year. But in the meantime, we had lots
of long talks on the phone chatting over story details, and a new
space craft the “Marco Polo” that would feature in it. In the end I
drew up full deck plans for the craft, and Keith designed the
outside look of the spaceship. Then he painted a stunning visual
showing both the flight deck, and exterior views of the ship. Once
the fans saw it, the remaining artwork pages of the story were
instantly booked up! The first page visual followed, and then the

When writing the narrative I would often have a visual sub-story
running in the background over a number of frames - to give the
whole thing more depth - but as Don didn’t refer back to the
original script when creating the finished page, he sometimes
would make speaking people fill a whole frame, and the
background sequence would be lost, disrupting part of the tale.
At first I was to much in awe of him to say anything, but as our
relationship grew over the years, getting more daring, I would
have some frames redone to put the important missing detail
back. But I would dread an update phone call from him, when he
mentioned he had had a better idea for a frame, and had gone
for it. Sometimes the revised frame was much, much better and
became a bonus - but there was other times when I would lose
stuff I really wanted. For a writer it is very frustrating to loose part
of your creation, if the artist didn’t realise why it had been included
in the first place! At least I had a chance to correct some (sadly
not all) of this.
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Now while all this had been going on, I was approach a number
of times by people wanting to include the strip in what they were
doing:- Hawk books, in the correct sequence after The Ship That
Lived tale; the BBC in their Tomorrows World magazine; and The
Planet on Sunday - but we couldn’t oblige as our story was not
finished - and when it was, all these publications, plus New Eagle
no longer existed. What to do now?
Because of personal problems, and that I had no luck in placing it
anywhere, the project ended up in the doldrums until 2003. But I
was still determined to get it in print, and came up with the idea
that if no-one else wanted to publish it, I would do so myself, in a
magazine called “Spaceship Away”.
First I had to get a licence from the Dan Dare Corporation Ltd. to
bring out new Dan Dare stories - having done that, it was full steam
ahead and SA Part 1 - a 24 page, full colour, quality print issue,
came out in October 2003 - It carried the first three episodes of
The Phoenix Mission, plus a Daily World Post story set up page,
along with a Keith Watson cover, and his Marco Polo flight deck
painting - in the centre pages. The magazine also started the
project background story, including all the roughs and visuals.
Finally the back page featured a light hearted “Dan Bear” strip.
It was well received, but as I was a beginner at this game, I made
a mistake or two, so it became both an education and a learning
curve. However, it also put me in an ideal spot to be told of other
projects fans were working on, and as SA gave them somewhere
to display them, the magazine just got better and bigger all the
time.
More strips - including two more light humour ones - plus photo’s
of DD related models, along with loads of articles (some by
surviving members of the original Frank Hampson Dan Dare
team) came in, accompanied by a deluge of readers letters. The
page count rapidly grew:- Part 2, 32 pages; Part 3, 36 pages; Part
7, 40 pages; by Part 10, 44 pages was standard, with some special
issues having more.
Once the artwork for PM story had been finished - the hunt was
on for other artists to draw our hero (Don didn’t want to take on
an even bigger project) We tried out a few, and David Pugh did
the first page of the “Green Nemesis” saga for us - the problem
was the fans would only sponsor original DD artists, so things
looked tricky - then I came up with the idea of just feeding Don a
page at a time so he wouldn’t feel overloaded - it worked and in
that way we got through 13½ episodes before the magazine
Continued on page 42.
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caught up with him - after that he still contributed some pages,
with Tim Booth doing the rest. (Tim was a fan and artist from
Ireland, he stumbled across the magazine when visiting London and wrote in with samples of his DD work. In fact, I was so
impressed when I saw it, that I invited him to put his own Dan Dare
strip in the magazine - and so “The Gates of Eden” started
running.)

After Part 22 came out in October 2010, with the last episode of
“Green Nemesis”, and my 19 years of pushing the Dan Dare
revival project - I stepped down - Des took over - and SA is still
going!

The quality of the print also attracted many established artists to
our pages - Part 3 for example had a Graham Blethman cut-a-way
drawing of the Marco Polo spacecraft over it’s centre pages. (He
would become a regular contributor) The magazine would take
a stand at some comic fairs - and also stage a couple of Spaceship
Away days so that fans could meet the team, plus get the odd
mention on TV and radio. Ray Wright, who was involved with real
rocket experiments, offered to do a web-site for us, and Joan
Porter - Frank Hampson’s long time assistant - vetted my DD story
to keep Dan and Digby’s dialogue just right - along with the odd
article or two.

Original FH team members:- Keith Watson, Don Harley, and
Bruce Cornwell all did artwork, and Joan Porter, Greta Tomlinson,
and Don also wrote articles for the magazine. Plus, not to forget
David Gould a Fleetway lettering artist - who hand lettered all the
DD art boards as well.

Issue 7 (now with three DD strips and all the other regular stuff)
also started to venture into other Sci-Fi strips as well, starting with
Charles Chilton’s “Journey Into Space” drawn by Tacconi, and in
the following issue - Sydney Jordan’s “Hal Starr” coloured by John
Ridgway joined the pack. It was such an exciting time!
Oh, and I must mention Des Shaw - my right-hand graphics man
- who without his help SA would never had been born - he
prepared it all ready for the printers - and found much better and
cheaper ones for us to use - from Part 3 the magazine also had
laminated covers as well!

The list of known artists who contributed in just my time with the
magazine, is quite impressive - and Des has added more since
then! (onwards and upwards!) Here is what they did for us:-

Keith, Don, and Joan were working with me almost from the start,
next we added Andy Boyce - an archaeology digs artist, who also
sent home comic sketches of “Dan Bear” to his lady - when I was
looking for a lighter touch to add to SA, and saw some of this
work, I invited him on board.
Part 2, brought in Ray Aspden and his comic strips as well; along
with another DD strip written by Nick Hill, and drawn by Martin
Baines - this would start a long association with Martin and the
magazine. There was a four page write up on the “Delware”
spacecraft. A half page - Readers Corner - also starts in this issue,
showing things (mainly one frame funnies) fans have been up to.
And we take a look at some of the development drawings done by
the Frank Hampson Studio - more would also appear in later issues.
Part 3, would see a fans model of Tharl’s Flagship (made by Sid
Clark), on the front cover - which in turn would eventually lead to
a regular model page in the mag. Ray Aspden’s “Mekki” strip also
Continued on page 45.
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started in this issue, along with another DD
related strip start “Rocket Pilot” by Keith
Page.

part 1 of one of his Dan Dare text stories,
and we also examine our Graham
Bleathman connection.

Part 4, and Eric Mackenzie’s “Dan Dire” strip
started - a different twist on our hero - fans
were not sure what to make of this one! This
issue also reported on our stand at the
Bristol Comic Festival where we were joined
by Ian Wheeler, John Freeman, and Chris
Weston - all of which would bring their own
talents to the magazine in the future. And
Andrew Skilleter founder member of the
first Dan Dare fan club, and a Dr Who artist
also had a Mekon with Treens painting
showing in this addition.

Part 13, we look at Dan Dare in Italy in this
issue, have another John Ridgway centre
spread, along with a Dan & Dig by Martin
Baines, and Mick Baker speculates about
the System of Los.

Part 5, a John Ridgway take on Sir Hubert
Guest turns up in this issue, along with an
article written by Frank Hampson in 1951 supplied by Joan Porter. The “Models from
Dan Dare’s World” page also starts. Alastair
Compton (author on books about FH)
supplies an interesting piece as well. Also
Andrew Skilleter adds illustrations to Simon
Garrett’s “All Change” that runs for three
issues.
Part 6, takes a look at a foreign Eagle reprint
- “Hauk”, this would lead to a series with
glimpses at other counties takes on Dan
Dare. John Ridgeway colours up a black &
white photo of the DD mural that was at the
Hultons Boys and Girls exhibition in the 50’s.
Part 7, sees the start of the first ever reprint
of the 1950’s “Journey Into Space” strip from
the Express Weekly - along with a write up
on the iconic BBC radio series. Ray Aspden
adds another regular light touch to the mag
- “Our Bertie” (Mrs Digby’s little lad) Plus
another new series starts - “Designed For
Flight” by Jeremy Briggs - a look at where
FH might have got some of his idea’s from.
Part 8, and Sydney Jordan’s “Hal Starr” - a
strip he did for “Eppo” in Holand, joins the
magazine - translated into English and
coloured by John Ridgway. Artist Gerald
Palmer, also makes his first outing in the
mag, with a centre spread on Dan’s
Anastasia spacecraft.
Part 9, Tim Booth’s “The Gates of Eden” Dan
Dare strip set just after Eagle’s first DD story
starts, plus yet another article by Alastair
Crompton.
Part 10, Martin Baines adds a little cartoon
of myself to the editorial page. We have a
Chris Weston centre spread, and a model
from Dan Bear’s world! - Plus a DD
montage by John Burns.
Part 11, all the usual stuff, plus extra input
from Sydney Jordan. A Graham Bleathman
centre spread - and a look at the real
rocketry that Ray Wright is involved in at
Hertfordshire University.
Part 12, Bruce Cornwell does a DD centre
spread for us, Denis Steeper treats us to

Part 14, An Ian Kennedy “New Eagle” DD
centre spread this time. Paul Napp looks at
further mysteries from the Sabul System,
and Denis Steeper concludes his text story.
Part 15, we announce SA binders for
collectors of our magazine,
Greta
Tomlinson writes up her memories of her
days in the FH studio, and we have a
Graham Bleathman cut-a-way of the
Bakehouse studio. Plus a new strip by Iain
McClumpha “Space Girls” starts.
Part 16, two new strip stories start - Ron
Turner’s “Nick Hazard” and John Freeman /
Mike Nicoll’s “Ex Astris”, plus an DD Epson
studio cut-a-way over the centre spread
(Graham Bleathman) Don Harley writes up
his thoughts on the Bayford Lodge DD
studio with photos and artwork.
Part 17, Stephen Baxter writes an article for
us; Mike Noble does a centre spread;
Graham Bleathman, a cut-a-way of the
Anastasia cockpit, and Don Harley writes
about working with Frank Bellamy. Plus
another hidden art board frame.
Part 18, Bruce Cornwell talks about his days
with Dan Dare; a Gerald Palmer / Don
Harley centre spread, the ‘Anastasia’ by Ian
Kennedy, and a window on the art-world of
Keith Page. Plus a look at another Frank
Hampson rough, and finished frame from
Operation Saturn.
Part 19, a Frank Bellamy “Garth”
strip joins the magazine, in colour
thanks to John Ridgway. And Dave
Westaway gives us a write up
about Bellamy’s years on the
strip. Nick Spencer writes
about when he was taught
by Frank Hampson at
Epsom College, we
have a John Burns
centre spread; and
John Lawrence gives
us the low-down of
how himself, along
with Ron Turner, Phil
Harbottle, and John
Ridgway created the strip.
Graham Bleathman also does a
cut-a-way of a Nimbus spacecraft.
Part 20, there is a write up on a
Spaceship
Away
Day
in
Bournemouth on the 14th of
November,

A centre spread cut-a-way (Graham again)
of Dan Dare’s Anastasia spaceship. A
preview of a new Dan Dare action figure;
plus another hidden art frame. Along with
an advert for “Crikey!” magazine. Plus a new
Ex Astris story starts.
Part 21, a write up on the BBC at the Bayford
Lodge DD studio in October 1958. Frank
Hampson’s Nationwide artwork takes up
the centre spread. A write up on Keith
Watson and Dan Dare, with Chris Weston’s
tribute art to Keith. Plus a “Tempus Frangit”
cut-a-way by Graham Bleathman (of
course!)
Part 22, An Ian Kennedy cover; Don Harley
recollects six decades with Dan Dare, A new
Journey into Space story (Shadow over
Britain) starts. There’s a whole feature on the
“Planet on Sunday” along with Dan Dare
artwork that wasn’t published. Pat Mills
gives as an article of his part in Dan Dare’s
revival, along with a Gerry Embleton reprise
of his New Eagle DD. A Bruce Cornwell
centre spread cut-a-way done in 1950 on
the number two rocket ship. A new Tim
Booth DD strip story (Parsecular Tales) starts,
along with an article on Tim. Plus a Graham
Bleathman cut-a-way of the Mekon’s flying
chair, and I sign off from the magazine with
a special letter.

For more information
or subscribe look up the
Spaceship Away web page
http://spaceshipaway.org/

Artwork by
Martin Baines
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Inspired by Hollywood’s King Kong films, ‘Kid Kong’ was another
long-running strip in the IPC weekly comics of the 70s and the early
80s. It was designed by Robert Nixon, from an idea suggested over the
phone by Bob Paynter, who wanted it for his new MONSTER FUN COMIC.
When speaking about his favourite characters, Robert Nixon once said
he’d put Kid Kong virtually on equal par with his all-time favourite –
Frankie Stein.

T

he first threepage episode in
MONSTER FUN
COMIC No. 1 with the
cover date of 14th June,
1975 introduced Kid
Kong as ‘the biggest
gorilla in the world and
son of the famous King Kong’. He was an exhibit and an attraction of a
travelling fun fair. Tired of being mistreated and called names, Kid
broke free from his cage, barged into a department store, donned a
special outsize school uniform (a jacket and a cap, but no trousers) and
went to wander the town. He soon found himself in the front yard of
Granny Smith – an elderly lady who’d lived alone since her boy went
to sea. The frisky granny was short-sighted and hard of hearing, so she
took the giant ape for an overgrown boy and did not hesitate to offer
him shelter, food and protection. Interestingly, a re-drawn version of
the introductory story was printed a few months later in issue No. 13
of the comic.
The early episodes featured a few recurring characters, including Miss
Peabody, the snooping neighbour; Mr. Snodgrass, the man from the
Council; Spike, the trouble-making kid from the neighbourhood
whom Granny considered a bad influence on her ‘boy’; and Doctor
Payne who taught Kid Kong to peel his ‘nanas in order to avoid
stomach problems.
The primary storyline, however, was focused on Kid Kong and Granny
Smith. Kid was a brute and a glutton who didn’t know his own strength,
so in this regard he was like Frankie Stein. But differently from Frankie,
Kid was fully aware he was unlike people around him. He was quick to
realise when he did wrong and admit his guilt. Unlike Frankie’s dad
Professor Cube, Granny Smith was a loving grandmother who took
very good care of her adopted ‘child’ and was very protective of him:
townsfolk soon realised they should think twice before calling Kid a
gorilla, or any such name, in Granny’s presence. She didn't seem to be
bothered with the thoughtless destruction that Kid wrought regularly
on her cottage. She was always prepared to go the extra mile to keep
Kid happy and satisfied, and supply him with ‘nanas: his bananaaddiction was there from the very start!
In the early episodes, the comedy was derived from Gran’s shortsightedness, Kid’s giant size, clumsiness and strength, his silliness or
his attitude to humans whom he considered to be ugly creatures and
pitied them for being furless, having to use the funny thing called
‘doors’ to enter buildings (instead of doing it ‘the easy way’ like himself)

and being unable to eat with their feet as well as their hands... Kid also
thought human language was difficult to understand, therefore he
preferred pidgin-English, grunting and pantomime, which provided
a further source of comedy.
As the weeks went by, Kid’s appetite for ‘nanas increasingly became
the recurrent theme and the most common source of humour. Weekly
instalments usually told of Kid’s and/or Granny’s efforts to get hold of
some of his favourite food. A few stories didn’t have the quest for
bananas as the main line, but they still ended with Kid or Granny
receiving a prize or reward in the form of the fruit. The writers must
have realised that overexploiting the banana theme was a sure way to
make the strip boring and repetitive, so they spiced it up by giving the
theme an occasional weird twist (such as a visit to a psychologist for
an intelligence test, or joining Bananas Anonymous to cure Kid’s
banana addiction), or changing the setting (such as a trip to London
or an expedition to the Himalayas to visit Kid’s cousin – Abominable
Snowman).
Kid Kong was obviously intended as a big, if not the biggest, star of
MONSTER FUN COMIC. The strip usually occupied two pages (with
the odd three-pager thrown in). During the relatively short seventythree issue run of MONSTER FUN COMIC, Kid made seven front cover
appearances and got two pull-out colour posters. Nearly all of the
episodes were illustrated by Robert Nixon, barring a few by Les Barton
and Jim Watson.
‘Kid Kong’ survived the merger with BUSTER in 1976, and continued
for another five years until the 30th of January, 1982 – the last issue
before BUSTER absorbed JACKPOT. The new artist was Rob Lee, who
imitated Robert Nixon’s style rather well.
Although Kid did get a few front covers of the combined comic, the
feature became less prominent and most of the episodes were only
one page long. In March 1981 the editor decided to give the strip a
boost by giving it two full pages. Kid’s promotion was marked with an
episode which re-visited his origins: in the issue cover dated 21st
March, 1981, a curious fan phoned Granny Smith and demanded to
know how Kid came to be living with her in the first place. Kid eagerly
re-told the tale of his escape from the travelling fair, making it the third
time that the story of Kid’s origins was presented to fans.
‘Kid Kong’ continued to appear in MONSTER FUN and BUSTER
annuals and holiday specials well into the 80s. Some of the non-reprint
stories were drawn by the strip’s regular artists Robert Nixon and Rob
Lee, who were occasionally substituted by other top-class cartoonists
such as Frank McDiarmid, Tom Williams and Ian Knox.

Author: Thomas Sargent | Twitter: @nousrembobinons
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FLINTLOCK CONTINUES FROM ISSUE 11.
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“This year’s ‘Troobs’ was all about
positivity towards comics”
Alex Thomas looks back at the True Believers Comic Festival 2020
We usually begin our annual True
Believers Comic Festival show report
with a grumble about the weather.
However for one glorious weekend
this February, the heavens shone on
the geeks of the south west and we
were able to make our journey to
Cheltenham without having to battle
snow or rain storms!
The traditional curtain raiser of the
UK convention season, True Believers
(aka Troobs) is now in its second year at
Cheltenham’s Jury’s Inn. It’s a fantastic
venue for a convention as it has that old
school vibe to it. The venue allows for
the comics area and cosplay to be split,
3210/0.-,+2-*)3/*(-+1''-/(0&,-%''2$-#/,+(2'%2-,1"/0.-,220(-10$-,+2-*)(!'1 2(aren’t constantly being glared at by
disgruntled small pressers for blocking
,+2/-,1'2(-+2-,#)-)#-)3-)02-,)the other, and with the event taking
)2-,+2-#+)'2-)-,+2-.)0$-))-)the hotel it means everything is nicely
spread out, without areas getting lost
(as happened at the old race course
venue). You also get the experience
of seeing a bunch of League Two
footballers or hung over hen partiers
attempting to negotiate the convention
))-#+/'2-*+2*"/0.-),

True Believers has always been an
incredibly small press friendly event
and this year it was perhaps even more
so. With the ‘big name guests’just
being regulars Mike Collins, Dylan
Teague and The Beano’s Laura Howell
it was time for the indie scene to
shine. There was a host of familiar
faces exhibiting including: indie comic
of the year winner Gustaffo Vargas
showcasing with MANU; Matt Hardy
and Russell Olson with their new all
1.2(-.20$2-/!!2$-,1"2-)0-+2')*")'32(---,$ -/0-*1'2,--21&(11+-/''310-#+)-+1$- (,-'10*+2$the Kickstarter for a new collected
)'32-10$-)-,+2-%(,-,/32-/0-1.2(,+2-,213-)3- /.-0*+-,$/)( -

with their continued plans for world
domination, including revamped
10$#/*+-1(,2( -!'(-3)2-,2'/2Inc and Cat and Meringue comics.
Also on the day we caught up with
John Tucker (The King), Gav and Emily
/,*+2''- 3- )# - 1/0-+))$'2( /*"-  10- 1,1' (, -132'-2).2)0$)0- ) 2*,-)1 -12-2(,**20,- -2,2-1 ')- +2-2201.1(-)-/'221$ -10-1/((The Cosplayer That Doomed The
Earth), Dan Butcher (Vanguard), Vince
Hunt (Awesome Comics) and Rich
1/0.,)0- 1+)02 &(-10$-3)2
While this year’s show was a bit
quieter than previous events, this was
still a fantastic comics focused day out.
While we could complain about the
fact there weren’t many really big name
guests, and some tables said they had
a relatively quiet day, the overall sense
of this year’s Troobs was of positivity
towards comics. Everyone was in
fantastic spirits and were looking
forward to checking out new books
from their peers.
If every comic convention was run
like this, then UK comic scene would be
/0-2 -%02-+21',+-/0$22$ -1(-#2-*)'$0),-1("-)-1-2,,2-*)3/*(-1(2$-$1 
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Stig and Tilde: Leader of the Pack
Publisher: "! !
Writer/Artist: Max de Radigués’
Price: £9.99 from nobrow.net

The second volume of Max de
Radigués’ Stig and Tilde tales sees a
pair teenage castaways landing on a

       
a pack of hungry wolves in order to
survive and make it bakc home.
!!!
that can only really exist in a work of
 !  

off by their parents for a ‘kulku’ – a
traditional rite of passage that sees
the youngsters required to spend a
!   
wilderness. In the modern world, this
would never happen due to parental
neuroticism and health and safety, yet
in the nostalgic/idealised world of de
Radigués’ story it all makes perfect
sense to let kids go off in a boat alone
! !!
While you are required to make a
bit of a leap of faith as a reader, what
it does allow, is room for de Radigués

to tell his coming of age story a sthe
twins fend for themselves on various
islands. There is enough peril that you
want them to survive and return home
as quickly as possible, but there is not
so much tragedy that it bogs down
the story and makes it maudlin or too
angsty. After successfully evading the
attentions of ‘lunatic poltergeist’ Arne
in volume 1 (Vanisher’s Island), they
have repaired their broken boat and
manage to limp on to the next island
where they are set upon by some
wolves and meet an enigmatic hermit.
This is one of those series that is
utterly charming and completely

“The idealised and
nostalgic world of
Stig and Tilde is one
that can only exist
    

Produced in association with Pipedream Comics

For more great indie comics coverage visit www.pipedreamcomics.co.uk

absorbing in every respect. The story
is gloriously told, meandering from
one exploit to the other, while at the
same time referring back to previous
events and slowly building up the back
story. It’s also not afraid to give the
story some edge, with the wolves in
particular being a very real threat and
not a cutesy diversion.
As you would expect with a Nobrow
book it looks splendid. De Radigués’
style has the polish of a classic bande
desinée, but the cartoon-ish qualities
! 
locations are beautifully rendered,
 !   
packed with personality and has a
beautifully muted colour scheme.
If you love the Hilda books and can’t
wait for the next volume, this is a more
than capable stop gap. Like a Franco
Belgian Lumberjanes mixed with a
    !
and Amazons, but with a generous
!!    
sublime book that will make you want
!! !! ! 
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Mr Doyle’s Class Presents

A Study in Scarlet

Publisher: %$#"! $""$
Writer: Matt Hardy
Artist: Russell Mark Olson, Rob Jones
Price: £13 from www.visitportsmouth.

co.uk/conandoyle/social-media/shop

One of our most eagerly anticipated
comics for 2020, Mr Doyle’s Class
Presents A Study in Scarlet sees Matt
Hardy (Murder Most Mundane) team
up with Russell Mark Olson (Gateway
City) to bring us a unique all ages take

"#"#
re-imagines this classic mystery as a
school play. The roles are taken on by
the students (including a young girl
taking in the main part – much to the
chagrin of her peers) with their teacher
Mr Doyle over-seeing the action.
While an obvious choice in terms
of the sequence of Holmes stories,
it’s not the most immediate of reads,
as Doyle had not yet established
the conventions of his hero at this
point. However, Hardy and Olson
tweak and amend the structure of
the story to make the whole thing
much more familliar. The concept is
your classic closed room murder with
Holmes dissecting the clues around
him. Hardy and Olson stick faithfully
to the plot of the original, if not the
structure, and it’s better for it.In a lot
of ways the adaptation is treated like
an analysis of the story as much as it
is a re-telling. While this helps make
sense of this story, it is not the most

Finger Guns
instant of reads – especially if you are
expecting it to be a conventional crime
procedural. However, if you’re not a
Holmes devotee, we found a quick
read of Wikipedia helped get us up to
speed and suddenly it all fell into place.
One thing we were always sure
about was how it looks – which is
absolutely incredible. As huge fans
of Russell’s work on Gateway City,
"!$ # " "
and his work doesn’t disappoint.
The way he goes from Victorian
inspired street scenes to the school
"$" !!! !"!
characterisation gives every page
an energy and a vibrancy that really
captures the enthusiasm of the kids,
yet he manages to also capture the
gravitas of the more serious moments.
It has a very European feel to it, with
bags of energy and exuberance and
that mix of cartooning and realism
create a very stylised piece.
This is an outstanding piece of work
that deserves to be on shelves in
comic and book shops alike. It adapts
the story in a really smart and informed
way and by the end of reading it you
feel entertained and educated in
 !#!!!$

Publisher: Vault Comics
Writer: Justin Richards
Artist: Val Halvorson, Rebecca Nalty

(Colours), Taylor Esposito (Lettering)

Price: £2.49 from ComiXology

       
of 2019, with this tale of a pair of high
school kids who develop powers that
     
    
While the concept may seem
"$!"! #!"!!!$"$ 
fun. Richards and Halvorsen build
a story which has elements of
classic superhero origins, and teen
angst, but deliver it in a packaged
that is packed full of delicious self
awareness that reminded us of the
 " # !"!!
#""#"$
one note joke into a really well told
and constructed story – with plenty of
room for development and enough
character depth to make it plausible.
It’s helped by some exquisite
artwork from Halvorson which has a
cartoon-ish quality mixed with a very
contemporary sense of design and
style, including some lush colours
from Rebecca Nalty.
This is one of those books which,
based on it’s initial premise shouldn’t
$#""!$ $$!
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“Emotions drive stories...
whether the emotion is grief,
    
Norm Konyu explains his debut graphic novel The Junction
A boy goes missing and returns
home 12 years later, having not aged.
This strange concept is the heart of
Norm Konyu’s The Junction, which is
currently funding on Kickstarter. We
 
     
about the inspiration for the book
and also some of the hidden meaning
within the world of Kirby Junction!
#"!    "  "  
!" "    " 
"!   "   
Norm Konyu: You know, I can’t really
pin down when the story became
what it is. I do know that some of
the sequences came from dreams,
$#"! !"""$ 
get out of an autumnal forest but the
trees wouldn’t let me. The story kept
altering even after I was well into the
artwork stage. Not very professional,
or the best use of my time, but I
""
cohesive story in the end.
 !!    " "
"! " ! "  !!
   "! " !
NK: I grew up in Canada, in a very
$ "   
Maybe the word town is too grand a
term. Cows outnumbered residents
two to one. There are dozens of these
sorts of towns across Ontario, little
islands in farmland, but many of them
don’t really exist in the same shape
or form anymore. I feel a lot of these
places have lost their individuality
in the process, and I think that’s
what I was harking back to with

 " !    !!  " !  !! ! ! #"!""

Kirby Junction – a town of the past
viewed through the distorting lens of
nostalgia.
  "  "  
"!     ! 
  " "
NK: I’ve discussed the age range
with a few people. There’s none of
the usual age restrictors in it: sex,
swearing, or gore; but it does have
$"  # ""$ " "
""$"
younger, it depends on their maturity.
The emotional story is certainly
important. It’s important to any story,
whether the emotion is grief, fear, love,
or anger. Emotions drive stories.

Produced in association with Pipedream Comics

For more great indie comics coverage visit www.pipedreamcomics.co.uk

   " !  
"  !!  
      !
   "  " 
NK: The town is named Kirby
! "$$ "$
is that my favourite childhood
comics were from the mind and
pencil of the brilliant Jack Kirby.
The second is a bit more subtle,
but if people look carefully, they
just may see the reason…
The Junction is currently funding on

    
more about The Junction at
junctiongraphicnovel.com
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Her
Prosperity

Publisher: David Taylor
Writer/Artist: David Taylor
Price: £4 from dftaylor.bigcartel.com

This is your classic revenge thriller
in the reign of Death Wish or Taken,
however writer/artist David Taylor
adds a nice angle to this well worn
format by having a female lead.
He does this without it feeling like
tokenism and the titular ‘Her’ is a
classic enigmatic investigator, who
mixes strength and vulnerability
!%"!!!!"!%!##"!
#!#"!!%!"!!#!
where ‘rich men go to relax from the
pressures of their privilege’.
Taylor builds a smart, but unfussy
story that builds slowly, revealing
character bit by bit before exploding
into action packed moments. It
%!%!#!"#!!!"!
narrative, while the action makes it
more like a 70s grindhouse movie.
If you love crime comics like
Criminal or Dying Is Easy, then this is a
fantastic read. It’s strengths are in it’s
uncomplicated nature which makes
it a very readable. With potential for
continuing the story in other towns
(it reminded us of nomadic heroes
like Jack Reacher) this feels like a
character and concept with plenty of
#!!#"!!%" 

Rum Row #3
Publisher: Grenade Fight Ink
Writer: Andrew Maxwell
Artist: &%$#"! #!%!

Price: £1.49 from ComiXology

Andrew Maxwell’s tale of prohibition
speakeasies based in airships is a
book that has been under appreciate
due to the length of time between
issues. However with new artist Gav
Mitchell (Trolltooth Wars) joining then
team we’re hoping this is the start of a
new frequency to this excellent series.
Rum Row takes the classic
conventions of prohibtion-era pulp
comics and transposes them to
the skies, with speakeasies now in
airships above the New York streets. In
amongst this motley bunch of thieves
and villains we meet The Captain Anne
Blanchard, a female club owner who is
%#"!!!%"!!! !
top secret Albatross to the highest
bidder. all the while being pursued by
% ! #""!%"!! 
Issue #3 starts with a bang as Tinson
and his partner are being thrown
from a plane and the action doesn’t
let up from there. As the story builds
towards the Black Auction of the
Albatross plans everyone is looking to
out manoeuvre each other in a classic
game of cat and mouse.
Rum Row is one of those books
which takes a familiar concept and
gives it just enough of a tweak to
make it into a truly unique idea. With
this original airborne world in place,
it allows Maxwell to explore a myriad
of ideas within it as he has created
an incredibly rich and fertile world to
grow stories within.

The roster of characters that Maxwell
has assembled are a superb bunch,
from dastardly Oriental drug lords to
mechanical Nazis and he could not
have picked a better artist to bring
them to life than Mitchell. Gav has
taken on the reigns of Rum Row from
Michele Bandini, who is off working
for Marvel. He does a super job of
matching Michele’s polished style, but
at the same time brings his own sense
of character to the piece. Instead of
having a slightly Oriental/Manga style
to it, Gav brings a more European
almost Band Dessinee feel to it
(reminding us a lot of Atom Agency
in places). Meanwhile his ability to
mix line work and colour seamlessly
(by virtue of him doing it all) gives the
book a really coherent feel. It certainly
allows him to bring texture and depths
to scenes in a way which might not
have happened with a colourist or
inker who was not used to his work.
With only one issue remaining on the
Black Auction plot, this is the perfect
change of pace and artist needed to
get this book over the line. Thanks to
a strong world, a fun plot and some
truly stunning artwork, Rum Row is a
book which really is heading into the
%
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The King

Vanguard Volume 3

Publisher: John Tucker
Writer/Artist: John Tucker
Price: £3 at johntucker.bigcartel.com

Publisher: Dan Butcher
Write/Artist: Dan Butcher

John Tucker’s new book The King
does it’s best to defy description
with a story about a woman who
inherits a giant egg from her sister.
And that’s all we can tell you as John
has asked us not to reveal what is
    
 
The contents of the egg take the
characters on a strange and unique
journey which is as bonkers as it is
brilliant. The unique concept allows
Tucker to create a delightfully strange
world which mixes remarkably
original ideas and wonderful visuals.
John tells the whole story like
a children’s picture book, with
beautifully type set pages and a
vintage hue generated by an orangey
watercolour wash colour scheme,
which feels like a faded Ladybird
book. It perfectly compliments this
#"! # ! " !"
allows John to be experimental with
the content as it feels like it is set in a
very childlike world, where grown up
restrictions no longer apply.
 !   "  "   #
without giving too much away,
but believe us when we say it is
a wonderful read, packed full of
originality that is truly one of a kind.

Dan Butcher’s superhero webcomic
Vanguard is one of the best
post-modern capes comics

Volume 3 picks up after
the bloodthirsty battle that
saw the original Vanguard
destroyed and this new
volume sees the story move
forward several years to
a more dystopian world
where corruption and
greed has been allowed to
develop unchecked.
It’s perfect territory for
a new generation of Vanguard heroes
to develop within and that is the thrust
of this new volume, with much of the
story built around the arrival of new
hero Wolfshead. After the fairly trad

Price: £16 from www.comichaus.com

! ""  ! "#
half, this hits much darker territory with
a book which feels much more like The
Authority than The British Avengers. It
has a muscular and macho approach
to story telling, feeling
more like a gritty action
movie than a complex
morality play as Dan mixes
dark cyberpunk satire
with violent action, and
also a Celtic supernatural
undercurrent to create a
brilliant mix of styles. His
artwork is smart and slick
and perfectly suits the
world he has created. While
volume 3 is not always an
ideal jumping on point for
new readers, the way this part of the
story reboots itself is a great place
to begin (and then work back) as this
is a series that is still on an upward
 " "#   !

Lad: The Homecoming
Publisher: Umar Ditta
Writer: Umar Ditta, Hugo Boylan (Editor)
Artist: "!"  

Dearbhla Kelly
Price: £4 from UmarDItta.com

This is the kind of foul
mouthed and sweary
comic your mother warned
you about. Yet it has a
really dark charm that
draws you in and takes you
along for the ride.
‘Lad’ is part of ‘The
Family’ – a kitchen sink
 " "!
patriarch, ‘Dad’, is found
badly beaten in the forest.
The family instantly go
after the enigmatic Hermit, a recluse
who lives in the woods, with whom
they have a fragile truce base on fear
and respect. However with the Uncles
taking charge of things then the rules
may be about to change.

Produced in association with Pipedream Comics

For more great indie comics coverage visit www.pipedreamcomics.co.uk

On the surface Lad is your average
gangster revenge thriller that we have
seen in everything from the Godfather
to Goodfellas, however it has a British
council estate setting which gives it a
freshness without turning
into a Guy Ritchie-esque
Mockney parody. There’s
also as a supernatural
element thanks to the
enigmatic Hermit which
further separates it from
the crowd.
When all these disparate
elements are combined
thanks to a very well
considered and explained
back story, and some
fantastic monochrome
 " "" ! ! "!
" #! " 
fresh and edgy crime drama. While the
artwork and language can be quite raw
and rough around the edges at times,
it is a better book as a result of that.
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newsagents in February 1977, at a
 
the fashion and music phenomenon
known as punk. Like the punk rock
enthusiasts, 2000AD didn’t play by
the normal rules. There was a rabid
fan base, and as a result some of the
more creative ones would create
their own comic strips based on their
favourite characcters. Those who were
a bit more organized even made entire
magazines dedic
i ated to 2000AD,
that were scribb
bled by amateurs and
photocopied at someone’s Dad’s work
behind the bosses back. Whilst punk
and it ’s fanzines died out long ago,
2000AD still stands strong, and still
inspires many talented ar tists, writers
and editors to pay homage in the only
way they know how.
The interesting thing about
dedicated fanzines is the fac t that
you’re playing in somebody else’s
sandbox. A
Aff ter all, Judge Dredd is the
proper ty of 2000AD owners Rebellion,
who are known to be ver y protec tive of
their charac ters. One can imagine the

ire of a writer who sees their beloved
creation manhandled by some jump
m ed
up fanzine wannabe, but Dredd/
)('&%($#"! &!'(&'!&%!%'!$!
cool with it. ‘I’m happy for fans to use
my charac ters as long as it’s in non'&(!%$%!!!!' !&"!
now and then – some of the stories are
ac tually quite good. I’m par ticularly
impressed by Zarjaz and Dogbreath.
It’s a good place for budding pro
ar tists to cut their teeth.’
Original editor of Zarjaz Andrew
Lewis recalls that not all creators were
so amiable about their charac ters
being played with. ‘We had been
warned of f using charac ters created
by Grant Morrison and Alan Moore,’
he said, ‘but nobody had advised us
$%(!#$%! (! $ !'($&%!
!'(!$#!$% #  !) $%!% !
To
T
orquemada, and I received a let ter
'&"! (! $%$%!$! $($ ($&%!
with this. He was extremely polite and
ver y complimentar y about ZARJAZ
and
d completely understood our
motives for creating it. However he
requested that we didn’t use any of

his charac ters and pointed out that
we should really have been advised
of this already. Naturally I apologised
and the whole thing was resolved ver y
"$ !$(! (!$$%!#! !(! $ !
mean scrapping some stories already
writ ten for issue 2, including a T
Te
ermight
 !'$(!&" ( !!)$!)#''$'!
which I still have a copy of, though I’m
sure he’s long forgot ten about it now.’
Ah, yes... Zarjaz and it’s sister
publication Dogbreath. These two
fanzines are the backbone of the UK
2000AD fan scene, appearing a few
times a year and featuring some,
quite frankly, amazing work from non
professional writers an
a d ar tists. Whilst
Zarjaz is happy to take a scat tergun
approach when it comes to charac ters,
Dogbreath draws excl
c usivelyy from the
 !&!(!&'"%($&% !)('&%($#"!
Dog universe. Commi
m ssioning Editor,
( (''!% !%' !!'!&'!
these publications is Dave Evans, aka
Bolt-01 and is the go to guy to ask
about 2000AD fanzines. We asked him
&!!&(!$%(&!$(!$%!(!'(! !
‘I’ve drawn for pret ty much my entire
life. In the late 1980’s I produced a
series of self published comics that I
shopped around for a year or so. Then
in the early 2000’s I got a computer
and discovered the early 2000 AD
forum, which even contained fan
&"$!!'&(!% ! '!&"!('$!
(#'$%!!)('&%($#"! &! $( '!
that I eventually collec ted and Dr Bob
(original Dogbreath editor) agreed to
let me put them out as a Dogbreath
special. Af
Af ter that I was hooked and
have been here ever since. These days
my role as editor and let terer takes up
so much time that these days I rarely
get to draw.’
I asked Dave what made him want
to write his own stories. ‘2000 AD
$!$%!"!&$%$&%!(!%(!&"$!
being published,’ he replied. ‘The
oppor tunities for stories in the worlds
created for Tharg are as varied as
the worlds themselves. They make
an excellent playground for a fan to
explore and in doing so learn to tell
the types of stories that readers of
2000 AD want.’ Richmo
m nd Clements,
who also edits and writes for both
publications, is in full agreement.
‘Cliché as it is, it really is the Galaxy’s
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Greatest Comic. Who wouldn’t want to
play in that sandbox?’
Both men are happy with the fac t
that Rebellion pret ty much leave
them alone, trusting them not to be
dicks, but they stress that anyone
thinking of doi
o ng a similar publication
543210/.--,/+*)/(211/'*&%$55$3#/"&5)!/
‘They own the proper ty, af ter all,’
states Richmond. ‘It’s an astounding
privilege to be allowed to play with
these charac te
t rs... can you imagine
DC allowing fans to put out their own
Batman comics? It’d never happen.’
1980s/1990s 2000AD editor Richard
Bur ton (not that one) recalls that in his
time he came across fanzines but rarely
had any reason to inter vene. ‘Only
one spec tacularly crossed the line by
&*'&$#)$#+/53%*/3(/ $%3#/$51*5/3&/
and claiming credit as their own,’ he
recalls. ‘We had to issue a cease and
desist order to stop them. Overall we
were happy with the fan ac tivities we
saw – as long as they weren’t expec ting
us to supply material and information
to them.’
As with Tharg in 2000AD, the
fanzines have their own mysterious
editors, and in Dogbreath it’s Dr Bob,
a bearded lady who goes by the real
name off Ama
anda Kear, and she was in
the ‘zine game even before Dave and
Richmond as the original Dogbreath
editor. ‘I’d been involved with science
" )$3#/(#03%/#0/)4*$&/(#$#*5/5$#*/
I was at school. In the mid 90s I had a
34/%3%*#)/#0/&*1$5*0//3210/
combine these 2 interests to produce a
)&3#)$2%/3+/(#$#*!
Although the fanzines are ver y
&*(21/#3)/)3/%*//'&3")/)4$5/$5/
one of Rebellion’s caveats), it’s still a
&*&0$#+/*#0*32&!/*3'1*/5$#+/
they’d enjoyed it and demanding to
know when the next one was coming
out,’ said Amanda when I ask what she
loved about her time. ‘A
‘Alan Grant and
John Wagner giving me contac t details
so I could post them copies. Fan ar tists
and writers wanting to contribute.’
Dave Evans is in agreement over
the contributors. ‘There are so many
wonder ful things’ he said. ‘From
seeing writers and ar tists make the
transition from fan to droid, to seeing
all the amazing scripts and ar twork as
it arrives to collec ting the latest issues

from the printer. It really is a labour
of love.’ Indeed, it’s per tinent that the
fanzines have seen more than a few
future 2000AD contributors come
through the ranks. Amanda is happy
)3/&**1/3(//(*/#%*5/ 2(25 / /
Holden, Al Ewing, Gar y Wilkinson,Gar y
$%'53#!//%/& /)3/)4&3/#%*5/
around,’ says Evans modestly, ‘but they
$#120*/ $*/ &&311 /&1/ )3 / 3#3&/
31* /#/ 3&#*11 /21/$11$%5 /*$1/
Rober ts and I’m sure I’ve missed some.’
As well as bringing new writers
into the world of publication, the
fanzines of ten spor t gorgeous covers
from current 2000AD ar tists, with the
superb Colin MacNeil cover on the
2&&*#)/$552*/3(/3+&*)4/*$#+//"#*/
example. Dave is modest when asked
how he manages this on a limited
budget. ‘The wonder ful ar t droids at
Thargs disposal will ver y of ten just
agree as par t of a conversation,’ he
confesses. ‘I’ve been turned down of
course, but more of ten than not they
say yes. As for the limited budget – I’ve
found that of fering to provide funds
for tea and biscuits to be a wonder ful
help.’

Entering Sector 13

Finallyy,, we turn to the new kid on the
2000AD fanzine block, Belfast based
*)3&.!/ )& )*0//)4*/'3'21&/(#/
group of the same name, the fanzine
sets itself apar t by being A4 to Zarjaz’s
A5, and also in full colour using quality
paper stock. What immediately stands
out inside is the opening Judges photo
story, featuring dedicated cosplayers,
)4)/$5/52&'&$5$#+1/+330!/0$)3&/*)*&/
Duncan explains: ‘They star ted as a
way of getting as many of the Dredd
cosplayers from our group involved in
the zine, but have now developed into
something more. We’re developing the
characters of the cosplayer Judges and
featuring them in other stories.’
*)3&/./45/153/5)**&*0//
from using 2000AD main characters as
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much as possible, and instead set
their stories in the worlds the main
characters inhabit. ‘In the future we’ll
only be looking for strips set in the
worlds of 2000 AD (or beyond) rather
than featuring Dredd or Johnny Alpha
3&/ 3+2*/&33'*&!/3#"&%*0/*)*&!/
Much like other fanzines it’s a labour
3(/13*/&)4*&/)4#/'&3")!/ 3#*/(&3%/
sales is used solely to fund the printing
of the next issue, and the occasional
reprint of past issues when we run out
of copies. We’re very strict about that.
Nobody gets paid, nobody claims
expenses. We do this because we love
doing it.’
Having read the issues so farr,, we can
highly recommend the mag, which
*)*&/+&**5/45/$%'&3*0/3*&/)$%*!/
‘It’s got bigger for one thing,’ he said.
‘Last couple of issues have been 44
pages, which is a sweet spot for pages
5!/35)!/153/*/)4$#/*&*/1*/)3/"11/
the pages with great quality material.
We’ve built up a talented set of writers
and ar tists who want to work with us
and we can see development in the
quality of their contributions issue by
issue. I think we’ve also become more
adventurous. Look
king at different
storytelling techniques and trying
new things, like linking stories and
developing the characters of the
Judges in our photo
t -story.’
3/)4*&*/32/4*/$) //5%11/133/
into the world of 2000AD fanzines.
we recommend all three as a damned
good read, and you never know –
maybe you’ll be one of the future
writers, ar tists or even editors, but if it’s
)4*/15)/03#)/(3&+*)/)3/5/4&+/"&5)
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Simon said that he’s not a huge
humour comics guy but he does
very much enjoy D.R. & Quinch by
Alan Moore and Alan Davis.
Switching emotions, Simon finds
comic series ending unexpectedly
very sad but one that has had a real
impact on him as a person and a
writer is Batman: The Killing Joke
by Alan Moore and Brian Bolland
Horror doesn’t effect Simon much
because of being weaned on horror
films at a young age but he really
appreciates Hellblazer by Jamie
Delano and John Ridgway.
Simon loves covers and talks about
how he works with artists such as
Dave Gibbons but one of his
favourite’ is The Amazing SpiderMan #8 because it’s one of the
earliest comics he owned. The cover
itself is a multi-scene cover that has
the Human Torch, The Living Brain
and Flash Thompson all in one.

H

ello there! My name is
Samuel George London
and every Monday I host
Comics For The Apocalypse.
A podcast that puts guests into a
fictional apocalypse where they then
have to choose some comics to take
with them.
This month’s guest pick is the
writer behind Death’s Head and
Transformers, Simon Furman. If you
listen to the episode you’ll hear how
much of an absolute legend he is
but if you don’t get round to it, here
is a breakdown of our chat.

The apocalypse Simon was put into
was a robot uprising, and his action
plan for survival is to get the robots
on his side by showing them his
body of work, especially
Transformers. However, as a
contingency plan he has an orbital
attack ship to help him get out of
any sticky situations.
Moving on to Simon’s comic
choices, the first comic he
remembers really enjoying was
Smash. He particularly enjoyed
Robot Archie, The Spider and The
Steel Claw, which is where his real
love of comics began.

The most meaningful comic that
he repeatedly reads is Alan Moore,
Garry Leach and Alan Davis’
Miracleman (formerly known as
Marvelman), which he finds
incredibly inspirational as a writer.
Lastly, Simon thinks that the best
comics of all time for him are The
Uncanny X-Men #131-#134, which
lead up to The Dark Phoenix Saga
by Chris Claremont and John Byrne.
He particularly enjoyed #132 where
Wolverine falls through a few floors
of a building and ends up being
washed away in a sewer.

If you’d like to listen to this episode of Comics For The Apocalypse or any other episodes with the
likes of Heather Antos from Valiant Comics or PJ Holden of Judge Dredd fame then please visit
www.SoundCloud.com/ComicsApocalypse or simply search Comics For The Apocalypse in your
podcast app. Finally, feel free to follow me at www.twitter.com/SamuelGLondon if you’re on Twitter.
For The Apocalypse in your podcast app.

“He particularly enjoyed Robot Archie,
The Spider and The Steel Claw, which is
where his real love of comics began.”
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